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IMPORTANTE PER LA SICUREZZA

Le informazioni riportate in questo fascicolo riguardano gli

aspetti funzionali del gruppo operatore installato sulla mac-

china. È però necessario, per salvaguardare le persone dai

rischi, leggere attentamente le norme generali di sicurezza,

riportate nel Fascicolo 1 e quelle evidenziate con l'apposita

simbologia. Si rammenta che la prudenza è insostituibile;

la sicurezza è anche nelle mani di tutti gli operatori che

interagiscono con la macchina.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MACHINE

The sprayer, hereinafter referred to as the machine, 
has been designed and built for agricultural use and, 
more precisely, for spraying medium to large surface 
areas.

It can be used to spray chemicals (such as fertilisers, 
herbicides and pesticides) over the field or directly 
onto the crops. Only one operator is required aboard. 
The operator must be properly trained to drive and op-
erate the machine safely.

Danger - Warning
Each machine use that is different from those de-

scribed above is to be considered forbidden and 

dangerous.

In order to protect the driver against contamination and 
ensure proper working conditions, the cab is sound-
proofed and pressurised.

The machine is approved for use on public roads.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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Main parts

A) Tank: for the product to be sprayed.
B) Clean water tank: to clean the system.
C) Cab (ROPS): for the driver position. It includes all 

controls and accessories (windscreen wipers, rear 
view mirrors, lamps, etc.), an is soundproofed and 
pressurised, with non-reflection glass and A/C.

D) Row marker foam tank: to distribute the foam 
which marks the perimeter of the sprayed area.

E) Clean water tank: for washing hands.
F) Oil tank: to activate the hydraulic devices.
G) Endothermic engine: to supply power to the main 

components.
H) Hose winder (hydraulic, on request): to fill the 

tank, complete with hose.
L) Diesel fuel tank: for the engine fuel.
M) Mixer: to mix the liquid for spraying.
N) Spraying bar: to spray the mixed product.

P) Water distribution unit (sectional valves): to se-
lect the spraying sectors of the bar.

Q) Pump: to pressurise the product to be sprayed.
R) Centrifugal pump: to fill the tank with water.
S) Batteries: to power the electrical system.
T) Water cocks: to select filling, mixing, spraying and 

cleaning.
U) General distribution unit: to open and close the 

supply to the water distribution unit (P).
V) Pressure gauge: to measure the pressure of the 

service water system. Should the central spraying 
system be retracted or in the event of a pressure 
gauge (W) malfunction, it measures the indicative 
bar supply pressure.

W) )Pressure gauge: to measure the bar operating 
pressure.

X) Tank: to store the oil for the pedal service brake.

237033001-00
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CAB

The diagram shows the main components.

Notes:

The cab is conforming with OCSE standards

(CODE IV) and Directive 79/622/EEC (and amend-

ments) relating to safety frame testing.

Certificate N. 869 issued by the University of

Milan.

The can is conforming with standard EN15695-

1:2009 Agricultural and forestry tractors and pow-

ered spraying equipment - Protection of the oper-

ator (driver) against hazardous substances

A) Seat: for the operator to sit on. It is adjustable, to 
ensure the appropriate ergonomic conditions (see 
page 40).

B) Steering wheel and controls: adjustable to pro-
vide the appropriate ergonomic conditions for the 
operator (see page 39).

C) Cab controls: to enable the service devices and in-
terior cab light (see page 66).

D) Controls for use and forward motion: to enable 
all the operating functions of the machine (see 
page 60).

E) Computer: to programme and manage the spray-
ing functions. It is connected to a sensor (G) which 
measures the sprayer’s forward speed, in accord-
ance with which the computer regulates the flow of 
the product that needs to be sprayed (see leaflet 
13).

F) Windshield wiper fluid tank: to store the wind-
shield wiper detergent.

G) Speed sensor: detects the vehicle’s speed.
H) Document container: for the use and mainte-

nance manual and for the document showing the 
name of the plant protection product contained in 
the tank.

L) Four steering wheels pedal-operated switch: it 
activates the automatic mode of the four steering 
wheels (optional).

M) Water system control unit pedal-operated

switch.

N) Differential lock pedal-operated switch.

P) Passenger seat.

Important

The passenger seat can only be occupied by an ex-

pert instructor during the operator training phase, 

for instructing the latter on the vehicle’s use. Any 

other use is forbidden.

Important

The cabin is approved for a single operator on board, 

therefore, it is forbidden to transport persons, ob-

jects or animals inside the cabin.

Q) GPS antenna.

R) Refrigerated compartment: for keeping chilled
drinks and food.

S) Pressuriser: maintains a cab overpressure of 20
Pa and a minimum flow of fresh air of 30 m3/h.

T) A/C system: controls the cab temperature (see
page 66).

U) Sun shade.

V) Service brake pedal: to brake the machine.
Z) Drive pedal: controls the machine’s movement.
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Important

Conformity to standard 15695-1 class 4 ensures that 

the cab protects the operator against dust, aerosols 

and vapours.

When spraying pesticide, make sure the filter is cer-

tified class 4 under standard EN15695-2 and that the 

filter appears as an option on the pesticide label, to 

protect against potential hazards.

Carefully read the pesticide manufacturer’s instruc-

tions regarding the use, service, maintenance and 

replacement of the filter and, in the presence of more 

restrictive information, observe the pesticide manu-

facturer’s instructions.

Never make holes or any kind of openings in the op-

erator’s cab. Doing so compromises its pressurisa-

tion and voids its conformity with EN15695-1 class 4.

If you have to route cables or other components into 

the cab, make sure that doing so does not compro-

mise the tightness of the cab. Do not spray pesti-

cides if the modification causes the pressurisation 

warning lamp (see 18 page 67) to turn steady on.

237023002-00
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OPERATING PRINCIPLE

The main steps of the operating principle are indi-
cated below.

- Tank filling

- Product mixing

- Product spraying

- System cleaning

Important

The figures represent the operating principle. For 

further details, consult the specific diagram of the 

system for the machine you own.

I) Tank filling

The water is drawn from the water reservoir (A) 
through the intake of the pump unit (B) and conveyed 
to the tank (C).

If necessary, the water supply to the system cleaning 
tank (D) can be opened to fill the latter.

With centrifugal pump

Without centrifugal pump
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II) Product mixing

The water is drawn from the tank (C) through the 
intake of the pump unit (B) and conveyed to the mixer 

(E) to be mixed with the chemical. The mixed liquid 
returns to the tank (C).

With centrifugal pump

Without centrifugal pump
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III) Product spraying

The mixed liquid is drawn from the tank (C) through 
the intake of the pump unit (B) and conveyed, under 
pressure, to the electrical distribution unit (F) and to 
the solenoid valve unit (G).

The liquid is sent from the solenoid valve unit (G) to 
the relative spraying bars (H); any excess liquid 
returns to the pump unit and is recycled.

With centrifugal pump

Without centrifugal pump
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IV) System cleaning

The clean water is drawn from the tank (D) through 
the intake of the pump unit (B) and conveyed, under 
pressure, to the electrical distribution unit (F) to then 
branch out into the various pipes, the tank and the 
spraying bars, to clean the system thoroughly and 
remove any chemical residue.

Important

The system is fitted with a range of filters, manifolds, 

valves and cocks to modify the course of the liquid 

depending on the operating requirements stated in 

the instructions for use.

With centrifugal pump

Without centrifugal pump
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Water system diagram (with “Müller” and “Tee Jet” computer)

Legend

237033002-00

1 - Suction filter (filling)
2 - Hose winder (filling)
3 - Centrifugal pump (filling)
4 - Diaphragm pump
5 - Cock unit
6 - Solenoid valve assembly
7 - Mixer
8 - Suction filter
9 - Manifold
10 - Hand-washing tank
11 - Maximum pressure control valve
12 - Product tank
13 - Clear water tank (system cleaning)

14 - Litre counter (filling)
15 - Hose reel for equipment washing
16 - Equipment washing valve
17 - Equipment washing spray gun
18 - 3-way ball valve
19 - Valve for transfer
20 - Ball valve for cleaning
21 - Control unit line filter
22 - Main engine
23 - Pressure control engine
24 - Non-return valve
25 - Clear water tank filling valve
26 - Tank emptying valve

27 - Two-way ball valve
28 - Clear water suction valve
29 - 3-way ball valve
30 - Distribution line filters
31 - Stainless steel pipes
32 - Pressure gauge
33 - Manometro pressione di lavoro2-

Wege-Kugelventil
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Water system diagram without centrifugal pump (Electrical mode with recirculation)

Legend

237033003-00

1 - Suction filter (filling)
2 - Hose winder (filling)
4 - Diaphragm pump
5 - Cock unit
6 - Solenoid valve assembly
7 - Mixer
8 - Suction filter
9 - Manifold
10 - Hand-washing tank
11 - Maximum pressure control valve
12 - Product tank
13 - Clear water tank (system cleaning)
14 - Litre counter (filling)

15 - Hose reel for equipment washing
16 - Equipment washing valve
17 - Equipment washing spray gun
18 - 3-way ball valve
19 - Valve for transfer
20 - Ball valve for cleaning
21 - Control unit line filter
22 - Main engine
23 - Pressure control engine
24 - Non-return valve
26 - Tank emptying valve
27 - Two-way ball valve
28 - Clear water suction valve

29 - 3-way ball valve
30 - Distribution line filters
31 - Stainless steel pipes
32 - Pressure gauge
33 - Working pressure gauge
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Water system diagram with centrifugal pump (manually with recirculation)

Legend

237033004-00

1 - Suction filter (filling)
2 - Hose winder (filling)
3 - Centrifugal pump (filling)
4 - Diaphragm pump
6 - Solenoid valve assembly
7 - Mixer
8 - Suction filter
9 - Manifold
10 - Hand-washing tank
11 - Maximum pressure control valve
12 - Product tank
13 - Clear water tank (system cleaning)
15 - Hose reel for equipment washing

16 - Equipment washing valve
17 - Equipment washing spray gun
18 - 3-way ball valve
19 - Valve for transfer
21 - Control unit line filter
22 - Main engine
23 - Pressure control engine
24 - Non-return valve
25 - Clear water tank filling valve
26 - Tank emptying valve
27 - Two-way ball valve
30 - Distribution line filters
31 - Stainless steel pipes

33 - Working pressure gauge
40 - Electrical valve
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Water circuit diagram without centrifugal pump (with pneumatic circuit)

Legend

237033017-00

1 - Suction filter (filling)
2 - Hose winder (filling)
4 - Diaphragm pump
5 - Cock unit
6 - Solenoid valve assembly
7 - Mixer
8 - Suction filter
9 - Manifold
10 - Hand-washing tank
11 - Maximum pressure control valve
12 - Product tank

13 - Clear water tank (system cleaning)
14 - Litres meter
19 - Valve for transfer
21 - Control unit line filter
22 - Main engine
23 - Pressure control engine
26 - Tank emptying valve
27 - Two-way ball valve
31 - Stainless steel pipes
40 - Electrical valve
41 - Air tank

42 - Compressor
43 - Five-way valve
44 - Pressure regulator
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Water circuit diagram with centrifugal pump (with pneumatic circuit)

Legend

237033018-00

1 - Suction filter (filling)
2 - Hose winder (filling)
3 - Centrifugal pump (filling)
4 - Diaphragm pump
5 - Cock unit
6 - Solenoid valve assembly
7 - Mixer
8 - Suction filter
9 - Manifold
10 - Hand-washing tank
11 - Maximum pressure control valve

12 - Product tank
13 - Clear water tank (system cleaning)
14 - Litres meter
19 - Valve for transfer
21 - Control unit line filter
22 - Main engine
23 - Pressure control engine
25 - Clear water tank filling valve
26 - Tank emptying valve
27 - Two-way ball valve
31 - Stainless steel pipes

40 - Electrical valve
41 - Air tank
42 - Compressor
43 - Five-way valve
44 - Pressure regulator
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IMPROPER USAGE

- Any use of this machine for purposes other than
agricultural ends cannot be deemed to comply with
the manufacturer’s instructions; the manufacturer is
consequently relieved of any liability for damages
caused by such a use, and the operator shall also
be fully liable towards any third parties involved.

Danger - Warning
The use of products not specifically authorized for 

herbaceous crops is not allowed. Thoroughly read 

the instructions and warnings on the use of chemi-

cals specified by the manufacturer on the container.

- Observe the regulations and applicable laws in
force on the subject of spraying chemicals so as
not to damage any flora and fauna. Pay particular
attention to food crops destined for human and ani-
mal consumption.

- Before operating the machine, it is vital that you
check carefully for the presence of any overhead
electrical wires which the bars may interfere with,
placing the operator’s safety at risk.

- During the preparation and use of all chemicals,
appropriate measures must be taken in order to
avoid placing people’s health and safety at risk and
damaging the environment.

- Do not use the machine for spraying unless the cab
is fitted with a EN15695-2 class 4 filter to protect
against dust, aerosols and vapours.

- Any chemical residue must be disposed of in
accordance with the applicable waste disposal reg-
ulations in force.

- When operating the machine, only use appropriate
protective clothing and/or accessories as indicated
in the instructions for use provided by the manufac-
turer and as provided for by the current regulations
in terms of safety in the workplace.

- Prevent strangers from approaching the working
area when the machine is in use. Should it become
necessary, stop it immediately and make the peo-
ple found in the risk area move away.

- Do not disconnect any hoses which contain chemi-
cals while the system is under pressure, to avoid
any risk of unforeseen contamination. When replac-
ing the hoses, only use original spare parts.

- Road circulation is allowed for authorised
machines. Operators must comply with the require-
ments set forth by the laws in force. In any case,
before starting transportation, block the parts which
could cause sudden unexpected movements and
check that the volume does not exceed the maxi-
mum allowable values. If necessary, arrange
proper signalling.

- The vehicle is not designed for being used in ATEX
environments.

- Do not use the vehicle as a means of transport or
for towing purposes.

- Do not use the spraying boom for hoisting people
or objects.

- Do not use the vehicle for working the soil.

- Do not apply any type of interchangeable equip-
ment to the vehicle.

- Ground controls must be activated with the vehicle
on and the brakes applied. The controls must not
be used simultaneously by two different operators.

PRODUCT USE RESTRICTIONS

The manufacturer states that no reaction has been re-
ported for any equipment component following its com-
ing into contact with authorized chemicals.
It further declares that, to their knowledge, there is no
rule requiring the implementation of specific tests to
check the reaction of equipment components to the
chemicals authorized for spraying onto herbaceous
crops.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Size

A ............................ 6,95 m (7.55 m with air-assisted kit)
B .........................................2,50 m (3.00 m with bar P5)
C .......................................................................... 2,55 m
D ............................ 1,85 m (2.45 m with air-assisted kit)
E .......................................................................... 3,40 m
F .......................................................................... 3,30 m
G (MC version) ..........................................1800-2250 m
G (JC version) ...........................................1810-2290 m
H (MC version) .................................................. 0,700 m
H (JC version) ................................................... 0,900 m

weight

Note: the weight refers to the machine as driven, with 

the operator on board, and in its most complete con-

figuration (full optional version, heaviest tyres and 

boom).

2000 liters tank

Overall weight .................... (empty) 7727 (full) 10227 kg
Front axle ............................. (empty) 4563 (full) 5550 kg
Back axle ............................. (empty) 3164 (full) 4677 kg

2500 liters tank

Overall weight .................... (empty) 7727 (full) 10777 kg
Front axle ............................. (empty) 4563 (full) 5792 kg
Back axle ............................. (empty) 3164 (full) 4985 kg

3000 liters tank

Overall weight .................... (empty) 7727 (full) 11201 kg
Front axle ............................. (empty) 4563 (full) 5979 kg
Back axle ............................. (empty) 3164 (full) 5222 kg

Note: the weight of the machine equipped with the 

air-assisted kit should be increased by 200 kg.

237033005-00
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120 KW engine (170 hp)

Brand ........................................................ IVECO - FTP
Type .................................................. N45ENTHW20.50
Cylinders ...................................................................... 4
Total CCs ....................................................... 4485 cm3
Maximum capacity ..........................151 KW - 2200 rpm.
Cooling system ...................................................... water
Diesel fuel tank ....................................................... 230 l
Urea tank .................................................................. 43 l
Emissions:

CO (carbon monoxide) ...................................3.5 g/kWh
HC (hydrocarbons) .......................................0.19 g/kWh
NOx (nitrogen oxides) ..................................0.40 g/kWh
PM (particulates) ........................................0.025 g/kWh

Note:

The engine satisfies Directive 97/68 Phase IV A.

Transmission ...........................................hydrostatic

Hydrostatic pump ..................DANFOSS - H1 89 cc.
Hydrostatic motors ...................... DANFOSS - H1 80 cc

Wheel flanges (front and rear): they allow to modify 
the track, according to their assembly.

Steering: wheel with power steering system Danfoss 
OSPC-160LS for two or four wheels.

Emergency/parking brakes: oil-bath multi-disc 
brakes with electro-hydraulic control on front wheels.

Service brakes: oil bath multi-disc on the front wheels 
with pedal control.

Turning radius

(1) With 2000 mm track (A)

Hydraulic system

Diesel fuel tank ....................................................... 230 l
Hydraulic oil tank .................................................... 165 l
Water pump hydraulic motor ......(DANFOSS OMS-125)
Self-priming pump hydraulic 
motor ........................................  (CASAPPA PLM-20.25)

Hydraulic system (2000 liters tank)

Tank ....................................................................... 2000l
Cleaning water tank ................................................ 275 l
Hand-washing tank ................................................... 17 l

Hydraulic system (2500 liters tank)

Tank ....................................................................... 2500l
Cleaning water tank ................................................ 250 l
Hand-washing tank ................................................... 17 l

Electrical system

Normal voltage ..................................................12 Volts
Alternator: n.1 ....................................................... 120 A
Batteries: n.2 .......................................... 12 Volt 100 Ah
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PUMP NOMINAL CAPACITY TABLE

TYRES

Important

Prior to replacing the tyre, verify that it is approved 

for the vehicle in the country of use.

Regularly check the tyre pressure by comparing it with
the value specified by the tyre manufacturer.

Annovi Rever-

beri Udor

250/20
AR 240 bp

225 l/min
-

280/20
AR 250 bp

235 l/min
-

400/20 -
RO 400

390 l/min
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RESIDUAL VOLUME

The volume of liquid that cannot be sprayed correctly 
(technical residue) is not in excess of 0,5% of the nom-
inal value plus 2 litres for each metre of the bar. The 

table below features the values for the technical resi-
due, soluble and non.

N.B.: Values taken with an AR250 pump
(*) Soluble technical residue during washing

(**) Non soluble technical residue during washing

2000 (Nominal capacity: 2000 litres / Real capacity 2250 litres)

2500 (Nominal capacity: 2500 litres / Real capacity 2800 litres)

3000 (Nominal capacity: 3000 litres / Real capacity 3260 litres)

Boom length (meters) Soluble * (litres) Non soluble ** (litres) Total (litres)

16 24,3 16,7 41

18 24,3 19,5 43,8

20 24,3 21,1 45,4

21 24,3 21,7 46

24 24,3 24,8 49,1
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NOISE LEVEL

The noise tests recorded a sound level:

89 dB (A) ± 1 dB, measured from outside the vehicle.

75 dB (A) ± 1 dB, measured on the driving seat.

Based on the recorded data, hearing protection equip-
ment should be worn.

Important

Cleaning, regular maintenance of the vehicle and pe-

riodic lubrication help to reduce the vehicle’s noise 

emissions.

Though there is a correlation between noise emission
and levels of exposure, this data cannot be used to
determine whether precautions are necessary or not.

There are other factors that may influence the level of
exposure to noise, such as—for example—the char-

acteristics of the work environment and the presence

of other sources of noise.

The information on the level of noise emitted by the

vehicle will nonetheless help the user or employer to

draw up the hazard and risk assessment document.

VIBRATION LEVEL

The measurement of the mechanical vibrations trans-

mitted to the entire vehicle body from the driving seat

recorded a weighted mean-square value equal to

0.46 m/s2. 

These values are assessed using an accelerometer

on an identical vehicle driven on an average gravel

road.
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ALLOWABLE SLOPES

The figure illustrates the maximum allowable slope on

non-yielding, non-sagging land with the machine in

operation and fully loaded.

DANGER ZONE

The figure illustrates the danger zones where no-one
should be when the machine is in use. It is the operator’s
duty to keep such zones out of bounds; if necessary,
(s)he should turn the engine off and clear out the danger
zone.

237033006-00

237023005-00
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SAFETY DEVICES

The figure illustrates the position of the safety devices 
on the machine.

A) Battery connector: to disconnect the batteries 
from the electrical circuit. The batteries must be dis-
connected during all maintenance operations. 
After disabling the ignition key, turn the key towards 
the left and remove it from its housing. 

B) “Product distribution to bar exclusion” switch: 
to exclude the bar distribution controls, especially 
during transfer with closed bars

C) “Operating controls exclusion” switch: to ena-
ble and disable the operating controls

D) “Rear steering exclusion” switch: to enable and
disable the rear steering (optional).

Caution - Warning

The "4 wheel drive" operation can be selected only 

when in first gear and with the 4 wheels aligned.

Danger - Warning
Disable the “operating control” (C) and that of the 

rear steering exclusion” (D) before beginning the 

road circulation.

E) Acoustic signal: to warn staff members near the 
machine that it is reversing or that bar movements 
are under way

F) Tank level sensors: to prevent the machine from 
being put into faster gears when there is water in 
the tank (max. 20 km/h)

G) Spraying bar arm support: to secure the closed 
bar in order to avoid any sudden extension of the 
arms during road circulation

H) Stop valve (hydraulic system with solenoid 

valve kit): device preventing the boom from drop-
ping suddenly in the event of a leak in the hydraulic 
hose.

L) Safety belts: to keep the operator harnessed in
case of accident or tipping over of the vehicle. The
safety belt does not require manual adjustment.
The belt automatically adjusts to the most suitable
length for the operator and ensures the most ample
freedom of movement, provided that these do not
occur suddenly. The mechanism is sensitive to
changes in the vehicle’s set-up, therefore the belt
may lock in the following cases:

- braking;

- vehicle on slope.

M) Hammer: can be used for breaking the windows to
exit the vehicle in case of emergency. Be very care-
ful to protect delicate parts of the body against
glass splinters, then shatter the glass using the
hammer and exit the cabin from the opening thus
formed in the window.

Whenever possible, use the handle (Q) when exit-
ing the cab.

N) Shut-off valve: hydraulic device to block lifting de-
vice during maintenance.

Caution - Warning

Check daily that all safety devices are correctly in-

stalled and in working order.

P) Emergency stop button: immediately stops every
organ on the machine. After restoring normal oper-
ating conditions, the button must be manually re-
leased to enable machine restart.

Q) Emergency exit retainers: in case of emergency,
remove the retainers (Q) on the handle (Q1) and
push the glass to exit the cab.

If you cannot exit via the right side glass panel, use
the hammer (M) on the glass to facilitate your
escape.
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HOT POINTS OF THE VEHICLE

Prior to effecting any maintenance
intervention, ensure that the engine is
off and cold.

The illustration indicates the position of
the vehicle’s hot points and the relative
protection devices.
A) Engine Bonnet

B) Radiator

C) Exhaust pipe

237023006-00

237033008-00
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POSITION OF SIGNALS

The picture shows the positions of the  safety plates,
the meaning of which is described in booklet 1. Important

Make sure that the plate is readable,  otherwise  re-

place  it  positioning  a  new one in the same place.

237023008-00
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POSITION OF IDENTIFICATION PLATES

The figure shows the position of the
identification plates.

DEVICES FOR ROAD CIRCULATION

The machine is provided with all the
devices for road circulation in compli-
ance with the regulations in force.
The figure shows the position of the
safety devices.
A) Flashing light.
B) Rear-view mirrors.
C) Front direction indicator lights.
D) Front lights.
E) Rear lights (position lights, direction 

indicator lights, brake lights).
F) Rear reflectors.
G) Licence plate light.
H) Front overall lights.
L) Rear overall lights.
M) Refractive panel.
N) Maximum allowable speed panel 

(homologation).

237023009-00

237023010-00
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MACHINE OPERATION CONTROL DEVICES

The machine is supplied with devices to
check the main functions.
A) Fitting for the attachment of the pres-

sure control pressure gauge (1/4” 

Gas female).

B) Graduated container for nozzle flow 

check.

C) Coupling (1’ gas) for pump litre coun-

ter. It allows the installation of a flow 

meter to check the flow without dam-

aging the hoses.

Pump litre counter installation

1 - Loosen ring nut (D) to disconnect 

the hose.

2 - Install liter counter (E) and connect 

the hose again.

Checking the nozzle distribution

Any difference between quantity of product to spray

and effective quantity sprayed may depend on the fol-

lowing:

- incorrect adjustment of the forward speed of the

tractor (see page 90).

- incorrect pressure adjustment (see page 89).

- worn nozzles.

To ascertain the cause of the nozzle wear, perform the

check as follows:

Caution - Warning

Use clean water.

1 - Start water supply.

2 - Place a graduated container under the nozzle to 

check.

3 - Evaluate the actual quantity of product sprayed 

and repeat the procedure on at least three other 

nozzles.

Important

This type of check should be performed the first time 

the equipment is used and then once a year or every 

time the nozzles are found to be worn.

237023014-00

237023015-00
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TOOL KIT

The following tools are supplied standard with the
machine:
- 1 (one) set of 6÷32 ordinary spanners.
- 2 (two) screwdrivers.
- 1 (one) set of pliers.
- 1 (one) hydrostatic transmission pump filter
- 1 (one) oil tank filter.
- 2 (two) hydraulic system filters.
- 1 (one) foaming agent container (2.5 l).

- 2 (two) complete jets.
- 2 (two) flexible hoses for shock absorber adjust-

ment.

- 2 (two) ø 1/4” flexible hoses for shock absorber

adjustment and machine lifting.

- 1 (one) cable joystick to adjust suspensions and to

lift the machine.

- 1 "Kit Air Assisted" pump filter

INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING AND LOADING

Important

All handling and loading operations must be carried 

out in compliance with the information supplied on 

the packaging, on the machine and in the instruc-

tions for use supplied by the manufacturer. If neces-

sary, the person in charge of these operations must 

organise a “safety plan” to guarantee the personal 

safety of the operators.

TRANSPORTING

Based on the destination, the machine

can be transported in different ways.

The diagram shows the most commonly

used solutions.

During transportation, if the machine

exceeds the allowable overall dimen-

sions, reduce them as indicated on

page 31.

Important

Transport the machine with the spray-

ing product and water tanks empty.

INFORMATION ABOUT HANDLING AND INSTALLATION
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LIFTING FOR TRANSPORTATION

The machine can be lifted using a hook 
truck featuring a suitable load bearing 
capacity, with the hooks inserted in the 
purpose-provided areas on the ma-
chine. When transporting in open top 
containers, if the maximum height al-
lowed is exceeded disassemble the 
boom side arms - see boom user manu-
al.

Important

The lifting devices are not provided 

with the equipment.

Important

Lift the vehicle with the tank empty, where possible, 

using a hoisting device capable of bearing the rela-

tive load. Consult the ’Technical data’ paragraph to 

find the vehicle’s weight in relation to the tank’s vol-

ume.

237023016-00
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ROAD TRANSPORTATION LOAD

Important

The machine must be transported with 

a lowboy.

Load the machine as indicated below.

1 - Disassemble the lateral arms of the 
bar (see instruction manual of the 
bar) if the bar exceeds 2.55 m in 
width.

2 - Seal the fittings of any discon-
nected hoses with caps to avoid 
leaks.

3 - Load the machine onto the vehicle manoeuvring it 
from the operator’s seat.

4 - Activate the parking brake.

Important

The staff in charge of loading, unloading and moving 

the machine must have skills and experience ac-

quired in the specific sector. During manoeuvres, 

when using the machine directly, the operator must 

be informed on the procedures required to carry out 

these operations safely.

If the maximum height allowed is
exceeded, disassemble the wheels as
described below.

5 - Lift the equipment (see "Lifting for 

transportation") and place it on sup-

ports (A).

237023017-00

237023018-00
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6 - Disassemble the wheels by 
unscrewing the fixing nuts (B).

7 - Lift the equipment (see "Lifting for 

transportation") and place it on the 

vehicle.

8 - Secure the machine and the disas-

sembled components to the vehicle 

using ropes and wedges (as shown 

in the figure).

Important

Secure the ropes to the main frame of 

the machine.

TOWING THE MACHINE

Important

The machine may only be towed for short distances, 

in particular when the diesel engine cannot be used 

(e.g. safety shutdown of the machine, parking on the 

roadside, loading onto a trailer, etc.).

The machine can only be towed for short distances 

at a speed of no more than 1 km/h. When towing is 

complete, restore the initial conditions.

Danger - Warning
Do not stop or transit near vehicles being towed.

Important

If possible, tow the machine with its diesel engine 

running so that you can use the power steering and 

to prevent damage to the transmission.

237023019-00
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Important

If you CANNOT start the diesel engine (e.g. due to an 

engine failure or damaged transmission), note that:

- You must release the negative brake (see
page 34).

- The power steering will not be available for use, so
the machine will be harder to steer.

- You will not be able to use the power brake (JC ver-
sion only).

- You will only be able tow the machine for much
shorter distances than when the diesel engine is
running.

Important

During towing operations, an operator must always 

be on board the towed vehicle.

To tow the machine, proceed as fol-
lows.

Important

Attach the vehicle to a towing vehicle 

of adequate capacity and size ap-

proved for road circulation, conform-

ing to the provisions of the applicable 

national laws. The towing vehicle must 

be able to exert a towing force of 5,000 

N.

1 - Attach the machine to the tow truck
with rigid bars (B) using the purpose
provided attachments.

2 - Arrange the necessary signs for road
transport in safe conditions.

3 - Disconnect hoses (B) and carefully
dispose of the oil.

4 - Carefully close all (male and female)
fittings with caps, in order to avoid
the intrusion of waste and to protect
threads.

5 - Use knob (C) to put in neutral.

6 - Tow the machine with the operator in
the driver’s seat.

7 - Once trailed, return to the initial con-
dition.

237033009-00

237033008-00
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How to pull the sprayer in the field

In order to be pulled, the sprayer is
equipped with two hooks (C) and (D).

Danger - Warning
Hooks (C) and (D) must not be used for 

pulling the sprayer on the road.

Use hooks (C) and (D) only to pull the
sprayer on the field when it cannot
move and needs another vehicle to go
forwards or backwards.

Negative brake hydraulic unlock

Rear axle (JC version)

Proceed as follows:

1 - Position a container in the desired 
area.

2 - Unscrew cover (D).

3 - Unscrew shaft (E) until the end of 
stroke to unlock the brake.

4 - Once trailing has been completed, 
screw shaft (E) again, until it 
reaches the distance shown in the 
figure.

5 - Screw cover (D).

Important

Since trailing is carried out with 

stopped engine, steering will exert 

higher resistance.

237023099-00

237033010-00
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Rear axle (MC version)

Proceed as follows:

1 - Connect an external pump to the 
"P1" fitting and deliver 25 bar (max) 

pressure to eliminate the pressure 

of the Belleville springs.

2 - Loosen unlocking screws (30) and 

remove stopping spacers (32) from 

both of them.

3 - Insert the unlocking screws to the 

end of stroke and release pressure.

4 - Deliver 25 bar (Max) pressure and 

loosen the mechanical unlocking 

screws.

5 - Insert both "U"-shaped spacers and 

lock the 95-115 Nm tightening 

torque screws. PLEASE NOTE: 

position of unlocked negative brake

Important

Since trailing is carried out with 

stopped engine, steering will exert 

higher resistance.

237033011-00
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADJUSTMENTS

Important

Before carrying out any setting or adjustment, acti-

vate all the safety devices required and consider 

whether it may be necessary to provide proper infor-

mation to the operators and to the staff working near 

the machine. In particular, provide proper signs in 

the areas surrounding the machine and do not allow 

anyone to access any devices that, when activated, 

may cause unexpected dangerous conditions, re-

sulting in damages to personal safety and health.

TRACK CONFIGURATION

Depending on the distances of the rows and type of
tyres mounted, various track width configurations can
be obtained (A); 1800 mm - 2000 mm - 2250 mm.

A greater track width improves vehicle stability on
sloping terrains, while a narrower track width facili-
tates loss of vehicle stability during use.

Pay particular attention to the track width chosen in
relation to the terrain on which the vehicle operates.

The diagrams give the various possible combinations 
in relation to the type of flange and its direction of 
installation.

Diagram for 1800-2000-2250 track

For tyres of width up to:

420 for MC version

For other tyres:

INFORMATION ABOUT ADJUSTMENTS
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TRACK ADJUSTMENT

Caution - Warning

Adjust with the engine on at 1000 revs/min and with 

the machine standing on level and compact ground 

to guarantee the stability of the lifting devices.

Make the adjustment one wheel at a time.

1 - Extract splint pin (A) to remove cyl-
inder (C).

2 - Insert the cylinder (C) in the hous-
ing provided to lift the axle which 
needs to be adjusted.

3 - Insert a support plate (D) to guaran-
tee a surface which is large enough 
to support the lifting cylinder (C).

237023022-00
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4 - Disconnect hoses (H) for ladder 
control.

5 - Connect the hoses (E) on the lifting 
cylinder (C) and on the points of 
attachment on the machine.

6 - Insert the plug (F) to enable the 
control electrically (G).

7 - Use switch (R) to lift the wheel 
above the ground.

8 - Insert a support to ensure that the 
wheel remains off the ground.

9 - Loosen the wheel fastening nuts 
(M) to remove the wheel and rotate 
the flange.

10- Put the wheel back on and secure it 
with the nuts.

Important

Apply a tightening torque of 550 N•m 

(405 lb•ft).

11- Raise the axle with the switch (R) 
and remove the previously installed 
safety support.

12- Use switch (R), until the machine 
has been lowered completely.

237023023-00

237023024-00
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13- Close the lifting cylinder completely 
(C) and remove it from he support 
once the operation has been com-
pleted.

14- Repeat the above operations to 
make the adjustments on the other 
wheels.

15- When the adjustments are com-
plete, disconnect he hoses (E) and 
disassemble the lifting cylinder (C). 
Reposition it in the housings pro-
vided when the operation is com-
plete.

ADJUSTING THE DIVER POSITION STEERING WHEEL

Danger - Warning
Adjustments must be made when the 

machine is not in motion.

To set the steering wheel ergonomi-
cally, proceed as follows.

Press the pedal (A), tilt the steering
wheel to the desired position, and
release the pedal (A).

Slacken off the lever (B), adjust the
height of the steering wheel, and lock it
in position with the lever (B).

237023025-00
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SEAT ADJUSTMENT

Danger - Warning
Adjustments must be made when the machine is not 

in motion.

To adjust the seat, refer to the figures with the various
positions. Pneumatically-adjustable seat (the control
panel must be switched on for this operation).

237023026-00
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ARMREST ADJUSTMENT

Danger - Warning
Adjustments must be made when the 

machine is not in motion.

To set the steering wheel ergonomi-
cally, proceed as follows.

Slacken off the knob (A), adjust the
height of the armrest, and lock it in posi-
tion with the knob (A).

SHOCK ABSORBER ADJUSTMENT

On delivery, the machine shock absorbers may be
empty. Before operating the machine, refill the shock
absorbers.

This can be done in two different ways:

- with a manual pump (see page 42);

- with connection to the machine’s hydraulic system
(see page 43) (with the engine on).

Danger - Warning
This kind of operation must be carried out by skilled 

and specialized technicians, at adequately equipped 

garages.

237023027-00
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SHOCK ABSORBER ADJUSTMENT (WITH A MANUAL PUMP)

Front shock absorbers

Important

Carry out this operation with an empty 

tank and with the spraying bar retract-

ed.

Proceed as follows.

1 - Connect the manual pump to the 
pressure taps (A) using the capillary 
hoses provided.

Caution - Warning

Screw the capillary hoses simultane-

ously to the pressure taps (A) to avoid 

any oil leaks.

2 - Inject hydraulic oil until the cylinders 
(B) are in the maximum extension 
position.

3 - Drain the oil from the pump until 70 
mm of the shaft remains extended.

4 - Disconnect the hoses and the pump 
when the operation is complete.

237023029-00

237023030-00
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SHOCK ABSORBER ADJUSTMENT (WITH THE MACHINE’S HYDRAULIC SYS-

TEM)

Important

Carry out this operation with an empty 

tank and with the spraying bar retract-

ed.

Proceed as follows.

1 - Connect the hose (A) provided to 
the fast attachment (B), replacing 
the hose for the movement of the 
step ladder.

2 - Connect the hose (A) to the pres-
sure tap (C) using the capillary 
hoses provided.

Danger - Warning
Screw the capillary hoses simultane-

ously to the pressure taps (A) to avoid 

any oil leaks.

3 - Connect the plug (D).

4 - Use switch (G), to inject hydraulic 
oil until the cylinders (F) are in the 
maximum extension position.

237023031-00

237023032-00
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5 - Intervene on switch (G) to dis-
charge the hydraulic oil, until 70 mm 
of the shaft remains extended.

6 - Disable and disconnect the hoses 
and the plug of the push-button 
panel once the operation has been 
completed.

SELF-ADJUSTING REAR SHOCK ABSORBER (ELECTRIC) ADJUSTMENT

Proceed as follows.

1 - Loosen the nut (A) and use the tie 

rod (B) to adjust the height of the 

shock absorbers (C).

2 - Turn the tie rod (B) clockwise to 
lower the shock absorbers or anti-
clockwise to raise them.

3 - Tighten the nut (A) when the adjust-
ment has been made.

237023033-00

237023028-00
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AIR CONDITIONING COMPRESSOR BELT ADJUSTMENT

Turn the screw (A) to adjust the tension
of the belt.

Important

Check the tension as indicated in the 

figure. The resulting value (R) must be 

10÷15 mm.

WATER DISTRIBUTION PUMP ADJUSTMENT

Important

The number of pump revolutions is al-

ready adjusted by the manufacturer.

In the event of a fault, to bring the num-

ber of pump revolutions back to the

optimum value, proceed as illustrated.

1 - Unscrew the dowel (A).

2 - To adjust the speed of the hydraulic 

pump, completely screw and 

unscrew knob (B) by 3 turns in case 

of AR 250 pump or by 2 1/2 turns in 

case of AR 280 pump (see figure).

3 - Screw the dowel back on (A).

Caution - Warning

The pump is adjusted by the manufacturer to operate 

at 530 rpm with the engine operating at 2000 rpm. In 

the event of a pump fault, always contact an author-

ised workshop for repair.

237023034-00

237023035-00
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE AND OPERATION

Important

The incidence of accidents related to the use of the 

machine depends on multiple factors that are not al-

ways easy to prevent and control. Some accidents 

may depend on unforeseeable environmental fac-

tors; others are caused by the behaviours of the staff 

using the machine. Apart from being authorised and 

properly informed, if necessary, when using the ma-

chine for the first time, operators must simulate 

some manoeuvres in order to get familiar with con-

trols and main functions. Use the machine exclusive-

ly for the purpose 7 intended by the manufacturer. 

Do not tamper with any device to obtain a different 

performance. Before using 8 the machine, make sure 

that the safety devices are 9 correctly installed and in 

perfect working conditions. Apart from complying 

with these requirements, operators must apply all 

safety regulations in force and carefully read the de-

scription of the various controls and the instructions 

on how to operate the machine.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTROLS

All the controls used to operate and transfer the
machine are located near the operator’s seat in the
cab. Below are the symbols, the position and the func-
tion of the controls.

Important

Some button controls have a safety device for pre-

venting accidental operation. This safety device 

should be unlocked before using buttons.

INFORMATION ABOUT USE
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CONTROL BOARD

Ref. Symb. Name Function

1 Ignition key.

Turn in a clockwise direction to start the engine.

Turn in a counter-clockwise direction to preheat the spark 
plugs.

2 Engine throttle handle

Turn the handle clockwise to accelerate. Turn the handle 
counterclockwise to decelerate.

Important

The seat is provided with a sensor that detects the driv-

er’s presence. The accelerator lever is active only when 

the driver is sitting on his/her seat

3

Control lever for vehicle forward 
motion and spraying boom 
movements

See “Forward motion and brake lever”.

237023036-00
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4 TERA 7 operator terminal Please refer to the terminal’s user guide.

5 Autopilot pedal control (optional)

Press to deactivate the autopilot temporarily.

Important

Autopilot mode remains in memory, since it is deactivat-

ed with the switch (13).

Press again to reactivate the autopilot.

Note: the command is only enabled when:

- the driver is seated on the driver’s seat;

- the main steering switch (17) is set to ON;

- switch (13) is disabled.

6 Water circuit control pedal

Press to activate.

Press again to deactivate

Note: this command is only present on certain machine 

configurations.

Ref. Symb. Name Function

237023036-00
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7 Differential lock pedal control

Hold down to activate.

Release to deactivate.

For further information, please refer to par. "Differential

lock".

8
Pedal control for excluding rear-
wheel steering

Press to deactivate two steering wheels.

Indicator light (31) turns on in the fixed mode and indicator 
light (32) starts flashing to remind the driver that the ’Four-
wheel steering’ mode is still selected.

Press again to activate

Note: the control is only active when switch (18) is set to 

’Four-wheel steering’ and the spraying boom is switched 

off.

9 Diesel engine alarm warning light Flashing: diesel engine malfunction warning.

10 Mechanical gear switch

To enable fast/slow speed.

Note: Change the speed only when the machine is 

stopped.

For further information, please refer to par. "Mechanical

speed change".

11 Suspension lock switch

To lock the suspensions.

For further information, please refer to par. "Suspension

lock".

12 Work control switch

To enable / disable the operating controls.

Danger - Warning
Deactivate the control before road circulation begins.

13 Autopilot switch (optional)

Press to activate the autopilot.

Press again to deactivate the autopilot.

With autopilot enabled, the machine detects the work area
with its GPS antenna and drives around it according to the
route set with the computer.

Note: the command is only active when the driver is seated 

on the driver’s seat and the main steering switch (17) is set 

to ON.

14
Start/stop switch for water circuit 
pump

15
Switch for opening/closing ladder 
for accessing the cabin

16
Air hose speed adjustment 
potentiometer (optional)

Ref. Symb. Name Function
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17 Main rear wheel steering switch

Set the switch to ON to enable switch (18).

Set the switch to OFF to disable rear wheel steering.

Danger - Warning
Deactivate the control before road circulation begins.

Note:

When switch (17) is enabled and mechanical fast speed is 

activated, fast speed cannot be engaged.

18 Steering main switch

Select the steering mode:

Four steering mode for lateral movement.

Two wheel drive.

Four wheel drive indicator light.

Ref. Symb. Name Function

237023036-00
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19 Parking brake control switch
Release the safety catch and activate or deactivate the 
brake.

20
Water system washing and 
working switch (optional)

21
Internal tank washing activation/
deactivation switch (optional)

22 Additional mixing pump switch (*)

23 Green position lights indicator light
On: position lights on.

Off: position lights off.

24
Full beam headlights on warning 
light (blue)

On: high beams on.

Off: high beams off.

25 Hazard lights indicator (green)
Flashing: hazard lights on.

Off: hazard lights off.

26
Mechanical slow speed indicator 
(green)

Steady on: speed engaged.

Flashing: speed being engaged.

Off: speed not engaged.

27
Mechanical fast speed indicator 
(green)

Steady on: speed engaged.

Flashing: speed being engaged.

Off: speed not engaged.

28
Hydraulic slow speed indicator 
(green)

On: gear activated.

Off: speed not engaged.

29
Hydraulic fast speed indicator 
(green)

On: gear activated.

Off: speed not engaged.

30
Water system pump indicator 
(green)

On: water pump running.

Off: water pump off.

31
’Four-wheel steering’ mode 
indicator light (green)

Steady on: steering mode activated.

Flashing: steering mode being activated.

Off: steering mode deactivated.

32
’Two-wheel steering’ mode 
indicator light (green)

Steady on: steering mode activated.

Flashing slowly: wheels not properly centred.

Flashing quickly: steering mode being activated.

Off: steering mode deactivated.

Ref. Symb. Name Function
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33
’Crab steering’ mode indicator light 
(green)

Steady on: steering mode activated.

Flashing: steering mode being activated.

Off: steering mode deactivated.

34 Differential lock indicator (yellow)
On: differential lock engaged.

Off: differential lock disengaged.

35 Road/work mode indicator
Green padlock open: spraying boom in work mode.

Red padlock closed: spraying boom in road mode.

36 Emergency stop indicator (red)
On: emergency stop button activated.

Off: emergency stop button deactivated.

37
Red cooling liquid temperature 
ndicator light.

On: high temperature.

Off: normal temperature.

Ref. Symb. Name Function

237023036-00
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38
Red engine oil pressure indicator 
light.

On: insufficient pressure.

Off: sufficient pressure.

39 Low fuel warning light

40
Insufficient hydraulic oil level 
warning light (red)

41
Hydraulic fluid temperature 
indicator (red)

On: the hydraulic fluid temperature has reached the alarm
level.

Off: the hydraulic fluid temperature is normal.

42 Starter alarm indicator (red)

On: you have attempted to start the machine with the travel
lever not in the centre position.

Off: all other circumstances.

43 Water pump alarm indicator (red)

On: the oil level is insufficient or the diaphragms are bro-
ken.

Off: the oil level is sufficient or the diaphragms are intact.

44 Red parking brake indicator light.
On: brake activated.

Off: brake deactivated.

45 Red alternator indicator light.
On: the alternator is not charging the battery.

Off: the alternator is charging the battery.

46 Revolution counter

47 Engine water temperature indicator

48
Engine water temperature 
indicator.

49 Fuel level indicator.

50 Air hose fan tachometer (optional)

51 Cruise control "SET/+" switch
Turns on cruise control or increases the speed when cruise

control is already engaged.

52 Electric lighter.

53 Drive mode

If the joystick is displayed, the machine is driven with the 

joystick, whereas if the pedal displays, the pedal controls 

the machine’s travel.

54 Eco Mode
If the message ECO is green, ECO Mode is on; it is off if 
ECO displays in grey.

55 Diesel engine alarm
If the symbol is red, at least one serious malfunction has 
occurred; when grey, no serious malfunctions are present.

Ref. Symb. Name Function
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56 Diesel engine alarm
If the symbol is amber, at least one minor malfunction has 
occurred; when grey, no serious malfunctions are present.

57 Cruise Control 
If the symbol is green, cruise control is engaged, whereas 
if it is grey, the function is deactivated.

58 ECO mode
If the symbol is green, ECO mode is engaged, whereas if it 
is grey, the function is deactivated.

59 ECO Safety mode
If the symbol is green, ECO Safety mode is engaged, 
whereas if it is grey, the function is deactivated.

60 Work mode
If the symbol is green, Work mode is engaged, whereas if 
it is grey, Work mode is deactivated.

61 Auto mode
If the symbol is green, Auto mode is engaged, whereas if it 
is grey, Auto mode is deactivated.

62 Speedometer

63 Urea level indicator

64 Cruise control "Stop" switch Deactivates cruise control if it is active.

Ref. Symb. Name Function

237023036-00
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65 Cruise control "Resume/-" switch
Turns on cruise control at the last speed setting or reduces 

speed when cruise control is already engaged.

66 Drive pedal If enabled, drives the machine.

67 Transmission alarm When on, indicates a transmission malfunction.

68 Transmission filter warning lamp If the symbol is red, the filter needs to be replaced.

Ref. Symb. Name Function
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GENERAL ALARMS TABLE

The following alarms display on a yellow background
on the terminal’s main screen.

Code Description What to do

20 MC2M control box timeout

20 can 0 buss off tera check the CAN cabling

21 can 1 buss off tera check the CAN cabling

30 timeout io core check the CAN cabling

31 timeout midac check the CAN cabling

10 can 0 buss off midac check the CAN cabling

11 can 1 buss off midac check the CAN cabling

32 timeout tera check the CAN cabling

120 joystick alarm Check the voltage cabling

121 pedal alarm Check the voltage cabling

100 danfoss watchdog

FROM DANFOSS CAN MESSAGE

101 danfoss dsp

102 danfoss injection

103 danfoss battery

104 danfoss sensor

105 danfoss FNR

106 danfoss inching

107 danfoss driving

108 danfoss pump RPM

109 danfoss pump angle

110 danfoss mode

111 danfoss motor RPM

112 danfoss motor direction

113 danfoss Pumpe vale FWD

114 danfoss pump valve REV

115 danfoss motor PROP

116 danfoss COR

117 danfoss BB Valve

118 danfoss BPD Valve

200 mode error Read from Danfoss CAN message

201 speed limit alarm Read from Danfoss CAN message
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HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION ALARMS TABLE

The following alarms display on a black background
on the terminal’s main screen.

Alarm Description

“LIMITATION TEMPERATURE” the machine will move in limited mode due to the external temperature.

“BLOCK TEMPERATURE”
the machine is stopped because the temperature is outside the permitted op-
erating range.

“SYSTEM LIMITED” the machine will move slowly due to minor malfunctions.

“SYSTEM BLOCKED” the machine will remain stopped due to major malfunctions.
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CONTROL PANEL

237023037-00

Ref. Symb. Name Function Symb. Indication

1 Light control lever.

Position lights. Turn the dial.

Low beams. Turn the dial.

High beams.

High beam flashing.

Lever in position (A).

Lever in position (B).

Acoustic signal. Press in direction (C).

Right-hand direction indi-
cator. Left-hand direction 
indicator.

Lever in position (D).

Lever in position (E).

Windshield wiper fluid but-
ton.

Press in direction (C).

2 Emergency button.
In case of an emergency, 
press to stop.

When the button is pressed, the mo-
tor does not start. Rotate the button to 
enable the motor switching on again.

3
Left direction indicator 
(green)

On: left direction indicator on.
Off: left direction indicator off.

4
Hazard lights indicator 
(red)

On: hazards lights on.
Off: hazard lights off.
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5
Red parking brake indica-
tor light.

On: brake activated.
Off: brake deactivated.

6
Blue high-beam indicator 
light.

On: high beams on.
Off: high beams off.

7
Green position lights indi-
cator light

On: position lights on.
Off: position lights off.

8
Right direction indicator 
(green)

On: right direction indicator on.
Off: right direction indicator off.

Ref. Symb. Name Function Symb. Indication
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FORWARD MOTION AND BRAKE LEVER CONTROLS

The information below is only a part of the entire infor-
mation available. For further details, consult leaflet 13.

Ref. Symb. Name Function

1 Bar levelling switch.

2 Left extension opening/closing switch

3 Right extension opening/closing switch

4 Bar height control switch.

5 Bar balancer locking and unlocking button.
Note: When green pilot light (A) is on, it signals that 
the equaliser is locked.
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7 Row marker activation/deactivation switch

If the right-hand row marker activates, the red indi-
cator light (B) turns on.

If the left-hand row marker activates, the red indica-
tor light (C) turns on.

8 Left arm opening/closing switch

9 Right arm opening/closing switch

10 Left arm partial levelling switch.

11 Right arm partial levelling switch.

12 Control lever for machine movement.

Push the lever to move forward.

Pull the lever to brake.

Important

The engine cannot be started if the lever is not in 

central position.

Ref. Symb. Name Function
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FORWARD MOTION AND BRAKE LEVER CONTROLS (OPTIONAL)

The information below is only a part of the entire infor-
mation available. For further details, consult leaflet 13.

237007087-00

Ref. Name Symb. Function

1
Control lever for machine 
movement.

Push the lever to move forward.

Pull the lever to brake.

Important

The engine cannot be started if the lever is not in central po-

sition.

2
Control function selector 
switch

Move the switch to position (A), (B) or (C) depending on the 
function to be assigned to the buttons.
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3 Button

With switch (2) in position (A);

- activates opening of the left-hand extension arm.

With switch (2) in position (B);

- resets the spraying modifications effected through buttons
(9) and (10).

With switch (2) in position (C);

- selects the spraying mode: automatic or manual.

4 Button

With switch (2) in position (A);

- activates closing of the left-hand extension arm.

With switch (2) in position (B);

- starts spraying.

With switch (2) in position (C);

- No operation.

5 Button

With switch (2) in position (A);

- activates closing of the left-hand arm.

With switch (2) in position (B) and no section of the boom spray-
ing;

- activates spraying on the leftmost section of the boom.

With switch (2) in position (B) and one or more boom sections 
spraying;

- activates, each time the button is pressed, spraying on other
sections of the boom from right to left.

With switch (2) in position (C);

- activates raising of the boom.

6 Button

With switch (2) in position (A);

- activates closing of the right-hand arm.

With switch (2) in position (B) and no section of the boom spray-
ing;

- activates spraying on the rightmost section of the boom.

With switch (2) in position (B) and one or more boom sections 
spraying;

- activates, each time the button is pressed, spraying on other
sections of the boom from left to right.

With switch (2) in position (C);

- activates releasing of the boom leveller.

Ref. Name Symb. Function
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7 Button

With switch (2) in position (A);

- activates opening of the left-hand arm.

With switch (2) in position (B);

- deactivates, each time the button is pressed, spraying on
sections of the boom from left to right.

With switch (2) in position (C);

- activates lowering of the boom.

8 Button

With switch (2) in position (A);

- activates opening of the right-hand arm.

With switch (2) in position (B);

- deactivates, each time the button is pressed, spraying on
sections of the boom from right to left.

With switch (2) in position (C);

- activates locking of the boom leveller.

9 Button

With switch (2) in position (A);

- activates opening of the right-hand extension arm.

With switch (2) in position (B) and automatic mode engaged;

- spraying flow rate drops by 10% whenever the button is
pressed.

With switch (2) in position (B) and manual mode engaged;

- spraying flow rate drops whenever the button is pressed.

With switch (2) in position (C);

- activates inclination of the boom.

10 Button

With switch (2) in position (A);

- activates closing of the right-hand extension arm.

With switch (2) in position (B) and automatic mode engaged;

- spraying flow rate increases by 10% whenever the button is
pressed.

With switch (2) in position (B) and manual mode engaged;

- spraying flow rate increases whenever the button is pressed.

With switch (2) in position (C);

- activates inclination of the boom.

Ref. Name Symb. Function
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237007087-00
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SERVICE AND INTERIOR CAB LIGHT CONTROLS

Ref. Symb. Name Function

1 Adjustable air conditioning vents. Circulates the air throughout the cab.

2 Cab top light. To light the operator’s seat.

3 Car radio See radio user manual.

4 Working light swtich.

5 Working light swtich.

6 Working light swtich.

7 Working light swtich.

8 Two speed windshield wiper switch. To activate the windshield wiper

9 Flashing switch To switch the flashing light on

237023038-00
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Service

When the machine is operating, the device scales 
down the hours before the next Service.

When you reach 200 hours of operation, the "Service" 

lamp (11) turns on to indicate that the filter must be 

replaced (see "Replacing the cab intake filter", 

page 127).

Always replace the cab’s external filter every 200 
hours of operation of the machine.

Once the Service has been carried out, the retailer 
can reset the count.

To reset the counter, hold the service button down for 
5 seconds.

10 Switch with light for emergency lights. To switch the emergency lights.

11 Rear-view mirror heating switch To activate the heating of the rear-view mirrors

12 Rear-view mirror adjustment switch To adjust the position of the rear-view mirrors.

13 Fan speed regulator Sets the fan speed.

14 Temperature regulator Sets the cab temperature.

15 Defroster switch
Used for quickly removing condensation or ice on 
the windscreen.

16 A/C switch Press to start the A/C system.

17 Service button See following paragraph.

18 Internal pressure indicator

Steady on: the cab has not reached its minimum in-
ternal pressure (20 Pa).
If the light is steady on, stop spraying the pesticide
and replace the filter or repair the fault which
caused the light to turn on.

Flashing: the control panel temperature is too high
or a short circuit has been detected. Check the wir-
ing, fuses, relays and power draw of the A/C and
pressuriser units.

Ref. Symb. Name Function
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MACHINE START-UP AND MOVEMENT

Important

After obtaining the necessary information, when us-

ing the machine for the first time, if necessary, the 

operator can simulate some manoeuvres to get used 

to the controls and their main functions, especially 

the starting and braking operations.

Prior to operating with the vehicle, it is important to 

familiarise with the latter’s stability characteristics.

Prior to using the vehicle, adjust the rear-view mir-

rors properly so as to obtain the best possible view 

of the manoeuvre zones.

To start the machine follow the procedure below.

1 - Use key (A) to engage the batteries.

2 - Check that the control (B) is in the central position 
"0".

3 - Insert key (D) and turn clockwise (first section) to 

preheat glow plugs. Wait for 4-5 seconds then turn 

the key clockwise again to start the engine.

4 - Push the lever (C) forward to increase the number 

of engine revolutions.

5 - Select the gear with switch (E).

6 - Deactivate the parking brake with switch (F).

7 - Use the control (B) to move the machine in one of 

the two directions.

237023039-00
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Important

When the outside temperature is low and the engine 

cold, consult the engine operating manual before 

starting it.

Do not try to start the machine for more than 15 sec-
onds. However, if the engine seems to be starting up,
you may keep the ignition key turned for a maximum
of 30 seconds.

Wait at least one minute before two consecutive
engine start-up attempts; attempts should not be too
frequent in order to preserve the battery.

In reverse gear and in high-risk conditions, the pres-
ence of a co-worker is recommended in order to sig-
nal dangers and obstacles that may not be visible
from the operator’s seat.

Important

Do not actuate the control too rapidly when inverting 

the machine direction to avoid damaging the hydro-

static components.

Caution - Warning

Drive safely taking all the operating conditions into 

account. In particular, slow down on uneven ground. 

Pay special attention when going round bends in or-

der not to impair the machine stability, especially 

when the tank is full.

At all events, always operate with all parts of the body
within the cabin and keep the doors closed to mini-
mise exposure to any external hazards.

MACHINE STOP

Proceed as follows.

1 - Set the control (B) to the "0" position.

2 - Pull the lever (C) backwards to decrease the num-

ber of engine revolutions.

3 - Activate the parking brake with switch (F).

4 - Turn the ignition key (D) to position "0".

5 - Remove the ignition key (D).

6 - Use the key (A) to disengage the batteries.

Important

Park the machine in a suitable area, where it does not 

represent an obstacle or danger to circulation, where 

access is restricted to authorised staff, with all the 

necessary measures for safety purposes.

Before getting out of the vehicle and prior to any 

maintenance and adjustment operations, pull the 

parking brake, switch the engine off, remove the ig-

nition key from the dashboard and wait for all mov-

ing parts to stop.
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OPENING THE PASSENGER SEAT (OPTIONAL)

Proceed as follows.

1 - Use the lever (A) to release the seat (B).

2 - Pull the seat (B) to move its guides forwards.

3 - Rest the seat in position (B) as shown in the figure.

4 - When training is completed, close the passenger
seat by running the above procedure in reverse or-
der.

Important

The passenger seat can only be occupied by an ex-

pert instructor during the operator training phase, 

for instructing the latter on the vehicle’s use. Any 

other use is forbidden.

The cabin is approved for a single operator on board, 

therefore, it is forbidden to transport persons, ob-

jects or animals inside the cabin.

237023082-00
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BAR RETRACTION STEPS

The bar retraction operations should be carried out
very carefully, given the actual extension that the bars
actually feature.

Important

The method and sequence of the bar extension and 

retraction are included in leaflet 9.

Before performing the bar retraction, lift
the bar using the lifting device.

Then lower the bar so that it rests cor-
rectly on the device provided to avoid
any sudden extension of the arms.

Caution - Warning

Pay special attention to the rearview mirrors when 

the bar is extended or retracted.

237023040-00
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ROAD TRANSPORT

Road circulation is allowed for authorised machines.
Operators must comply with the requirements set
forth by the regulations in force. In any case, before
road circulation begins:

- lock the parts that may cause sudden and unex-
pected movements.

- make sure that the equipment does not exceed the
maximum permitted overall dimensions.

- if necessary, arrange proper signalling

- Completely empty the tank.

Note: the road circulation may also take place 

when there is only water in the tank; in this case, 

the maximum speed is limited to 20 km/h (the 2nd 

fast gear can not be selected).

Caution - Warning

For machines authorised to circulate on the roads 

with the tank full, the liquid must not be mixed with 

hemicals for spraying.

- Make sure that the boom is properly
closed and positioned on its supports
(A).

- intervene on switch (B) to turn the
warning light on;

- ensure all the road signalling devices
are working perfectly.

- intervene on switch (C) to exclude the
operation controls;

Danger - Warning
Road circulation without disconnect-

ing the working controls can be ex-

tremely dangerous because of the risk 

of deviation and overturning of the ma-

chine with serious damages.

Road transport requires the knowledge
and the observance of the regulations
contained in the manual "Road trans-

port regulations".

Before accessing a public road after travelling on

gravel or dirty roads, any mud residues must be care-

fully cleaned off tyres in order to avoid dirtying the tar-

mac.

237023041-00
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE

To treat the surface to be sprayed, we recommend
you follow the path indicated in the figure, keeping in
mind that the row marker foam tank identifies the pre-
vious areas covered.

If the last time the machine covered a given area, the
full length of the bar (area A) was not necessary,
deactivate one or more sectors (see leaflet 13).

Cover the areas (B - C) to complete the treatment of
the surface.
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MECHANICAL SPEED CHANGE

Important

The fast speed can only be engaged when the ma-

chinery is stationary.

The mechanical speed has two sensors
(A) and (B). Sensor (A) detects whether
the machine is stationary to enable the
speed to be engaged.

Sensor (B) tells the driver that the
speed has been engaged successfully.

Important

If the speed’s indicator starts flashing during the 

speed change, this means that it has not engaged 

properly. To engage the speed, drive the machine 

forwards very slowly until the indicator for the speed 

in question turns on steady.

237023042-00
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MECHANICAL SPEED CHANGE

Important

The fast speed can only be engaged when the ma-

chinery is stationary.

The mechanical speed has two sensors
(A) and (B). Sensor (A) detects whether
the machine is stationary to enable the
speed to be engaged.

Sensor (B) tells the driver that the
speed has been engaged successfully.

Important

If the speed’s indicator starts flashing 

during the speed change, this means 

that it has not engaged properly. To 

engage the speed, drive the machine 

forwards very slowly until the indicator 

for the speed in question turns on 

steady.

237023042-00
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DIFFERENTIAL LOCK

Important

The differential lock can be engaged 

with button (A) only if:

- mechanical slow speed is engaged;

- sensor (B) says that the rear wheels

are properly centred.

SUSPENSION LOCK

Important

The suspensions should only be locked when the 

terrain is steeply sloping, to prevent the machine 

from slipping sideways. In normal working condi-

tions, the suspensions must be released.

Danger - Warning
Operating the machine for extended 

periods of time with the suspension 

locked can cause the chassis to fail. 

The machine is not designed to oper-

ate for long periods with the suspen-

sions locked.

Proceed as follows:

1 - Press switch (11) to lock the suspen-
sions.

2 - As soon as you have finished work-
ing on the sloping terrain, press
switch (11) again to release the sus-
pensions.

237023044-00

237023085-00
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OPERATING MODE

ECO: Automotive driving mode, maximum speed 40
kph, active only in the following conditions:

- 2nd mechanical gear active

- Road mode active

- Barrel full safety not active

- General steering switch OFF

The diesel engine’s acceleration and the machine’s
drive can be controlled either with the joystick or with
the pedal (see Joystick/Pedal paragraph). In this
mode, the Eco Mode engages.

ECO Safety: Automotive driving mode, maximum
speed 25 kph, active only in the following conditions:

- 2nd mechanical gear active

- Road mode active

- Full barrel safety on / general steering switch ON

The diesel engine’s acceleration and the machine’s
drive can be controlled either with the joystick or with
the pedal (see Joystick/Pedal paragraph). In this
mode, the Eco Mode engages.

Work 1st mechanical gear: Non-automotive driv-

ing mode, maximum speed 18 kph, active only in

the following conditions:

- 1st mechanical gear active

- Work mode active

The acceleration of the diesel engine is controlled by
the handle on the armrest while the machine’s drive is
controlled by the joystick or pedal (see Joystick/Pedal
paragraph). In this mode you can use cruise control
(see Cruise Control paragraph).

Work 2nd mechanical gear: Non-automotive driv-

ing mode, maximum speed 25 kph, active only in

the following conditions:

- 2nd mechanical gear active

- Work mode active

The acceleration of the diesel engine is controlled by
the handle on the armrest while the machine’s drive is
controlled by the joystick or pedal (see Joystick/Pedal
paragraph). In this mode you can use cruise control
(see Cruise Control paragraph).

Auto: Automotive driving mode, maximum speed 18
kph, active only in the following conditions:

- 1st mechanical gear active

- Road mode active

The diesel engine’s acceleration and the machine’s
drive can be controlled either with the joystick or with
the pedal (see Joystick/Pedal paragraph).
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Joystick/Pedal

You can select on the terminal whether
to use the joystick or the pedal to drive
the machine. This applies to both Work
and Road modes.

To shift from Pedal to Joystick, proceed
in the manner indicated.

- Move the Joystick to the central posi-
tion.

- The Diesel engine must be running.

- Activate the parking brake.

The component highlighted with a green background
is the active one; to select the mode, press F3 or F8
on the display, as appropriate. To select the other, not
displayed mode (ROAD or WORK) press the ROAD/
WORK switch (ref. 12). If the joystick is selected in
WORK mode, the CSD function engages automati-
cally, while cruise control is activated automatically if
the pedal is selected.

Cruise Control: 

This function is only enabled in Work mode (in both
1st and 2nd mechanical gear) when pedal drive con-
trol is selected, and it is controlled with the 3 armrest
buttons:

- Set/+ (ref. 51)

- Stop (ref. 64)

- Resume/- (ref. 65)

Once the desired speed is reached, pressing “Set/+”

turns on the cruise control lamp (ref. 57) on the dis-

play and the speed is held constant at that value. You

can now release the drive pedal and the pump’s con-

troller will keep the speed constant by itself. Pressing

the pedal will increase the speed above the cruise set-

ting; when you release the pedal, the speed will drop

back to the cruise speed. Cruise control deactivates

itself when:

- you press the STOP button

- the joystick is set to Neutral

- you press the brake pedal

- The driver gets off / raises off the seat

The cruise control lamp (ref. 57) goes out when cruise

control is deactivated. To resume the previously

selected speed, simply press “Resume/-” when the

spraying machine is moving. When cruise control is

engaged, the operator can increase or reduce the

cruise speed with the buttons “Set/+” and “Resume/-”.

The speed changes by 1 kph for each second the but-

ton is held down in 2nd mechanical gear, and 0.3 kph

per second in 1st mechanical gear.

CSD - Constant Speed Drive:

This function is only enabled in Work mode (in both

1st and 2nd mechanical gear) when joystick drive

control is selected.

CSD keeps the machine driving at constant speed,

regardless of the load. If the effective speed differs

from the joystick’s speed setting, CSD controls the

pump to compensate.

237023043-00

DRIVE SELECTION
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STEERING MODE

Activation of the ’Four-wheel steering’ (’4WS’) or
’Crab steering’ modes is necessary to facilitate steer-
ing of the vehicle during reverse gear motion and/or
for getting around obstacles.

To select the steering modes, proceed as indicated
below.

1 - Use switch (A) to activate rear wheel steering.

2 - Use switch (B) to select the steering mode (’4WS’

 or ’Crab’ ).

3 - Turn the steering wheel until the front wheels fall
within the safety angle (± 10° compared to the cen-
tred wheel).

Once the wheels are within the safety angle, the
automatic positioning of the rear wheels activates.

Once this operation is completed, the steering
mode changes and the relative ’4WS’ (C) or ’Crab’
(D) indicator light turns on.

4 - To return to the two-wheel steering mode (’2WS’),
put switch (B) in the intermediate position and turn
the steering wheel until the front wheels fall within
the safety angle.

Once the wheels are within the safety angle, the
automatic centring of the rear wheels activates.

Once this operation is completed, the steering
mode changes and the ’2WS’ indicator light (E)

turns on.

5 - During the ’4WS’ steering mode and with the boom
open, it is possible to switch to the ’2WS’ mode by

pressing the appropriate pedal control (F) and turn-
ing the steering wheel until the front wheels fall
within the safety angle.

6 - To return to the ’4WS’ mode, press the pedal con-
trol (F) again and turn the steering wheel until the
front wheels fall within the safety angle.

Important

Deactivate switch (A) only after you have activated 

’2WS’ mode (indicator light (E) on).  With switch (A) 

active, the fast speed is deactivated.

Caution - Warning

Rear wheel steering cannot be activated at speeds 

exceeding 11 kph.  Once the speed falls below 11 

kph, the steering mode change is activated.

Caution - Warning

If the vehicle with rear-wheel steering active exceeds 

13 km/h, a buzzer sounds to signal the obligation to 

slow down. The buzzer deactivates only once the 

speed falls below 13 km/h.

237023045-00
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AUTOPILOT FUNCTION (OPTIONAL)

The autopilot operates with both 2 and
4 wheel steering. For greater precision,
we recommend using it in 2 wheel
steering mode.

It is activated as follows.

1 - Use switch (A) to activate rear wheel
steering.

Important

The autopilot operates properly at 

speeds up to 18 kph. Above this speed, 

its precision falls off considerably.

2 - Use switch (B) to enable the autopi-
lot.

3 - Activate the autopilot by pressing
pedal (C). Press pedal (C) again to
deactivate the autopilot.

Important

When the autopilot is engaged, the driver must re-

main seated at his position so that he can take action 

in case of need. The autopilot deactivates as soon as 

the driver stands up from his seat.

237023046-00
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CABIN ENTRY AND EXIT MODE

For climbing in and out of the cabin, use
the hydraulic ladder (A).

Prior to moving the vehicle, lift the lad-
der (A) using the appropriate control.

Danger - Warning
Prior to lowering or lifting the ladder, 

make sure that nobody lies within its 

range of movement.

Danger - Warning
Do not climb onto or off the vehicle by 

gripping onto it or using the mud-

guards above the wheels for support.

Climb onto the vehicle without rushing and use the
appropriately mounted support points (handles and
steps), which must be kept clean.

Clean the cabin floor and platform, and make sure
they are free of objects.

Any non-indispensable equipment or personal objects
must be removed or secured safely.

Prior to entering the cabin, inspect the vehicle all
around to verify its integrity.

237023047-00
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CLIMBING ON AND OFF THE VEHICLE

For climbing onto and off the vehicle,
use the ladder (C) as shown below.

1 - Pull the tab (A) towards the right to
disengage the pin (B).

2 - Grip the mobile part of the ladder and
pull it gently downwards.

Caution - Warning

Grip the mobile part of the ladder tight-

ly and be careful that it does not bump 

against people or objects.

Danger - Warning
Do not climb onto or off the vehicle by gripping onto 

it or using the mudguards above the wheels for sup-

port.

Climb onto the vehicle without rushing and use the
appropriately mounted support points (handles and
steps), which must be kept clean.

Important

Reclose the ladder (C) when it is no longer needed 

and, at all events, before moving the vehicle.

REFUELLING

All fuels are flammable. Loss or leak-
age of fuel on hot surfaces and on elec-
trical components may cause fires.

Prior to refuelling, switch off the engine
and lights.

Danger - Warning
Avoid eating and drinking during refu-

elling operations. Strictly avoid smok-

ing or using open flames during 

refuelling operations.

1 - Remove the cap (B) and fill the tank
without filling it completely.

2 - Screw the cap back on after complet-
ing the operation.

237023048-00
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HYDRAULIC OIL TOP-UP

Prior to refuelling, switch off the engine
and lights.

The use of unsuitable hydraulic oil,
other types of oil or the potential pres-
ence of impurities jeopardise and dam-
age beyond repair the parts of the
vehicle’s hydraulic system.

1 - Remove the cap (A) and top-up until
the correct oil level shown on the in-
dicator (B).

2 - Screw the cap back on after complet-
ing the operation.

TANK FILLING USING THE CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

Proceed as follows.

1 - Start the machine’s engine (see 
page 68).

2 - Use the selector (A) to put the hose 
winder in neutral (if present).

3 - Pull the hose to unwind it.

4 - Position the filter (B) in the clean 
water drawing area (reservoir, river, 
canal, etc.).

Note: if the machine is fitted with 

an electronic litre counter, con-

sult the relevant instruction man-

ual (see leaflet 14) before you fill 

the tank.

5 - Use switch (C) to set the motor to 
1000 rpm.

Note: Switch (C) is active only 

when the driver is not sitting on 

his/her seat

6 - Use the selector (E) to activate the 
centrifugal pump and deactivate it 
when the desired water level has 
been reached.

7 - Use the selector (A) to rewind the hose when the 
operation is complete.

Caution - Warning

The hose must not come into contact with chemicals 

to avoid the contamination of the water source.

237033013-00

237023051-00
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TANK REFILLING WITHOUT CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

Proceed as follows.

1 - Start the machine’s engine (see 
page 68).

2 - Remove cover (A) and insert pipe (F).

3 - Open valve (G).

4 - Position the filter (B) in the clean 
water drawing area (reservoir, river, 
canal, etc.).

Note: if the machine is fitted with 

an electronic litre counter, consult 

the relevant instruction manual 

(see leaflet 14) before you fill the 

tank.

5 - Use switch (C) to set the motor to 
1000 rpm.

Note: Switch (C) is active only 

when the driver is not sitting on 

his/her seat

6 - Turn the cocks (D) as indicated in the 
figure.

7 - Use switch (E) to start the water system pump and to 
stop it after reaching the desired water level.

Caution - Warning

The hose must not come into contact with chemicals 

to avoid the contamination of the water source.

FILLING THE SYSTEM CLEANING TANK USING THE CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

When the tank (A) is being filled, turn 
on the cock (C) to fill the tank (B), and 
turn off when the desired level has been 
reached, which can be seen on the indi-
cator.

Important

The tank (B) must be filled with clean 

water.

237023052-00

237033014-00
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REFILLING OF PLANT WASHING TANK WITHOUT CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

During supply from the tank, open (pos.
“2”) cock (A) to fill tank (B) and close it

(pos. “1”) simultaneously when the

desired level is reached. The level can

be seen on indicator.

Important

The tank (B) must be filled with clean 

water.

FILLING WITH WATER FROM A HEIGHT

Use an external water source or a res-

ervoir situated higher up than the tank

inlet (A-B).

Fill tank (C) with hand-washing water

Important

Tank filling opening (A) must be 

equipped with the basket filter (mesh 

size 1 mm).

The tank (B) must be filled with clean 

water.

237023054-00

237033015-00
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ROW MARKER PRODUCT FILLING

Fill the container (A) with water and add
the foaming agent (about 0.5 litres for a
full tank).

CHEMICAL PRODUCT PREPARATION

Danger - Warning
Every time that a chemical product is 

poured into the tank for a treatment, 

the operator must insert a document in 

document container (A) that clearly 

shows the name of the plant protection 

product inside the tank.

The name of the plant protection prod-

uct must be made available in case of 

accidents, driver’s fainting fit and/or 

contamination of watercourses.

Danger - Warning
The use of products which are not spe-

cifically authorised for crop spraying 

is strictly prohibited. Read the instruc-

tions on using spray chemicals provid-

ed by the manufacturer on the packet 

carefully.

237023056-00
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Before starting the preparation of the chemical prod-
uct, adopt all measures that are necessary to avoid 
contamination danger and risks for humans, animals 
and the environment. In particular:

- Wear personal protection clothes able to prevent 
chemicals from coming in contact with the skin, 
especially when wounded.

- Wear protective devices to protect the face, head, 
hands, using rubber gloves, gas masks, goggles 
and a helmet.

- Do not use protection devices that are not in perfect 
operating conditions, in particular check the state of 
the gas mask and cab filters.

- Have all the equipment ready beforehand to handle 
both product and mixture for the following stages: 
preparation, filling, emptying, tank cleaning, spray-

ing, adjustment, replacement, phytosanitary prod-
uct change and add, and maintenance.

- Calculate the correct quantity to mix for the area to 
be worked and keep to phytosanitary product man-
ufacturer’s instructions. Do not mix different prod-
ucts.

- Keep chemicals out of the reach of unauthorized or 
unqualified people (such as children and disabled 
persons).

- Keep chemical products outside the cab.

- Remove any contaminated footwear and apparel 
before entering the cab.

- Keep the interior of the cab clean at all times.

- Follow the instructions provided by the manufactur-
ers of hazardous products, pesticides, and the air 
intake and handling system, as well as any national 
occupational health and safety (OHS) regulations.

- In case of accidental contact of the 
product or mixture with the skin, 
wash immediately with clean water. 
In the event of discomfort, seek med-
ical assistance, showing the product 
label.

Caution - Warning

Do not dispose of the product, mixture 

or other polluting materials in the envi-

ronment. Dispose of them according to 

the local regulations in force.

237023057-00
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To mix the product follow the procedure below.

1 - Make sure the system is clean and fill the neces-
sary amount of water for treatment in the tank 
(see page 84) and in the “clean water” tank (see 

page 85).

2 - Manually lower mixer (B) to facilitate refilling oper-

ations.

3 - Turn the cocks (C) as indicated in the figure.

4 - Rotate the Mixer cock to the low.

5 - Use switch (12) to activate operation controls.

6 - Use the switch (14) to activate the pump.

7 - Move switch (20) to the working position and 

switch (21) to OFF (version with electrical controls 

only).

8 - Carry out the operations for the preparation and mix-

ing of the chemical (see leaflet 5).

9 - When the operation is complete, raise the mixer.

237023058-00

Without centrifugal pump

With centrifugal pump
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SPRAYING PARAMETER SETTING

The parameters should be set according to the 
machine forward speed, (chosen according to the 
conditions of the land), to the quantity of product to be 
sprayed in litres per hectare (see instructions on the 
product packet) and depending on the type of nozzle 
used.

Thanks to these parameters, the operating pressure 
can be obtained by consulting the data in the spraying 
table positioned directly on the tank. The table below 
is merely an illustration to provide an example of con-
sultation and search for the necessary values.

Distribution table

Example of value search

Quantity to spray indicated 
on the product ..................... 151 litres per hectare (l/ha)
Forward speed .................................................... 9 km/h
Nozzle .................................................... red type 11004

The use of these values (see highlighted part of the 
table) will allow you to work out the correct pressure to 
apply, which, in this case, is 1.5 bars.

Caution - Warning

The operating pressure must remain between 1.5÷5 

bar.

If the pressure value obtained from the table is not 
within the above pressure range, change the forward 
speed value or the type of nozzle used.

Carry out a trial spraying with clean water to check 
that the adjustment has been made correctly.

ISO bar l/min

4  

km/h

5  

km/h

6  

km/h

7  

km/h

8  

km/h

9  

km/h

10  

km/h

12  

km/h

14  

km/h

16  

km/h

18  

km/h

20  

km/h

Yellow 11002

1,5 0,56 168 134 112 96 84 75 67 56 48 42 37 34

2 0,66 198 158 132 113 99 88 79 66 57 50 44 40

3 0,8 240 192 160 137 120 107 96 80 69 60 53 48

4 0,91 273 218 182 156 137 121 109 91 78 68 61 55

5 1,02 306 245 204 175 153 136 122 102 87 77 68 61

Blue 11003

1,5 0,85 255 204 170 146 128 113 102 85 73 64 57 51

2 0,98 294 235 196 168 147 131 118 98 84 74 65 59

3 1,2 360 288 240 206 180 160 120 120 103 90 80 72

4 1,39 417 334 278 238 209 185 139 139 119 104 93 83

5 1,55 465 372 310 268 233 207 155 155 133 116 103 93

Red 11004

1,5 1,13 339 271 226 194 170 151 136 113 97 85 75 68

2 1,31 393 314 262 225 197 175 157 131 112 98 87 79

3 1,6 480 384 320 274 240 213 192 160 137 120 107 96

4 1,85 555 444 370 317 278 247 222 185 159 139 123 111

5 2,07 621 497 414 355 311 276 248 207 177 155 138 124
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FORWARD SPEED DURING SPRAYING

Calculate the forward speed as follows:

1 - determine the correct forward speed, according to 
the number of revolutions of the tractor engine 
over a short distance;

2 - drive on a previously marked 100m strip, at a cho-
sen speed and with a constant engine rpm, taking 
care to note the time elapsed in seconds;

3 - consult the speed control table to obtain the for-
ward speed covered according to the amount of 
time taken.

Speed control table

FILTERING ELEMENT SIZING

The efficacy of the filtering system depends on the
correct sizing of the filter meshes in the different
points of the circuit.

The following table gives and indication on the mini-
mum filtration capacity requested for a filtration that is
suitable for the treatment, load loss limits and reduced
maintenance times and costs.

* Standard filter installed on the equipment.

FILTER CARTRIDGE COLOUR TABLE

The following table shows the filter cartridge colours
according to the requirements of Standard ISO
19732:2007.

Speed (km/h) 4 5 6 7 8 10 12

Time x 100 m (sec.) 90 72 60 51 45 36 30

Installed nozzle

Quantity of product to be sprayed  (8 

Km/h - 3bar)

Filter mesh (number of yarns per inch) MESH

Suction Delivery

Boom (if 

present).

ISO 11001 ÷ 11002 < 120 l/ha 50* 80* 100*

ISO 11003 ÷ 11006 120 ÷ 450 l/ha 32 50 80

ISO > 11008 > 450 l/ha 16 32 50

Colour

Filter mesh (number of 

yarns per inch) MESH

BROWN 16

RED 32

BLUE 50

YELLOW 80

GREEN 100

GRAY (not ISO) 120

ORANGE 150

PINK 200
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MACHINE CALIBRATION

For a correct selection of the product volume to be
used, the user must be aware of the quantity of deliv-
ered mix per hectare and of the following important
parameters.

Maximum limit of the concentration of the used plant protection product

This value is indicated on the pack of the plant protec-
tion product and is expressed in droplets per cm2.

Coverage intensity

The coverage intensity is the optimal number of drop-
lets on a cm2.

Leaf area index

Leaf surface area and ground surface area ratio (LAI).

Spraying degree

The spraying degree is the size of the droplets cre-
ated by the sprayer nozzles.

Knowing this parameter is very important: small drops
borne in the air being able to change direction are
necessary in order to cover the leaves on both sides
of the vegetable mass. Small drops mean low volume
mix per hectare and hence wider, more homogenous
and persistent coverage. Fine drops (100-200 µm)
adhere well to inclined surfaces, while coarse drops
(400-500 µm) tend to separate, remove the product
and create leaks to the ground.

Ultra-fine drops (< 50 µm) tend to be removed by light
air currents.

The size of the drops is reduced with:

- wider aspersion angle;

- smaller nozzles (lower capacity);

- higher pressure.

If nozzles with fine jets are used, the leaf surface cov-
ered by the plant protection product can be increased
remarkably.

Limit losses to the widest extent

The losses of plant protection product are mainly
caused by:

- loss in the atmosphere caused by drift and evapo-
ration of drops smaller than 100 µm;

- ground losses by dripping;

- Lack of homogeneity in the treatment caused by a
wrong position or adjustment of the nozzles and
conveyors;

- Lack of homogeneity in the treatment caused by
the different concentration when the tank is emptied
when paste or wettable powdery products are used;

- Lack of homogeneity in the treatment concerning
the lack of proportionality between the forward
speed and the capacity of the sprayers;

- Dosing errors in the preparation of the mix;

- Sprayer washing after the treatment.

Efficacy of the nozzles

Always make sure that the machine is equipped with 
nozzles that can create a fine and homogenous jet and 
that are in perfect working conditions.

Efficacy and direction of the air jet

The machine can be equipped with an air jet facing
the area to be treated (Airassisted).
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NOZZLE SPRAY CHECK

After product spray parameters have been set, it is 
necessary to check that the value of the quantity 
sprayed matches that of the table.

Nozzle spraying test (l/min)

1 - Place a graduated container under a nozzle 
spraying clean water for exactly one minute at the 
preset pressure.

2 - 2-Check that the quantity of water collected in the 
graduated container corresponds to the value in 
the spraying table.

3 - Repeat this procedure on three or four nozzles.

Spraying test - litres per hectare (l/ha)

This check should be carried out by performing a 
spraying test with clean water on a one hundred metre 
long section of land, proceeding as follows:

1 - set the forward speed value and the operating 
pressure value as described on page 90;

2 - fill the tank completely;

3 - spray water with the boom unfolded on the 100- 
meter distance;

4 - fill the tank up, measuring the litres of water used;

5 - check in the spraying table for the hundred metre 
test that the value indicated under the quantity of 
product to be sprayed (e.g.: 200 l/ha) and the bar 
length (e.g.: 10 m) corresponds to the litres of 
water used.

Measurement with “nozzle tester” (upon request) 1 - Connect tester (A) with adapter (B) to the central 
nozzle of every boom section.

2 - Read the quantity of l/m by means 
of the graduated scale.

3 - In the distribution table, check that 
for the 100-meter test the value 
indicated matches the number of 
litres used.
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Table for spraying test carried out on a hundred meters

If the test is carried out on a 500-meter distance, more 
accurate results will be obtained, but the quantity of 

water would be five times the value shown in the 
table.

Formula to check the quantity of liquid sprayed - litres per hectare (l/ha)

Quantity sprayed (l/ha) =

This formula can also be transformed to determine the 
required forward speed or the liquid quantity per noz-
zle.

Speed km/h =

Liquid per nozzle l/min =

Quantity of 

product to 

spray in l/ha

boom lenght (m)

6 8 10 12 12,5 14 15 16 18 20 21 24 27 28 30 32 33 36

100 6 8 10 12 12,5 14 15 16 18 20 21 24 27 28 30 32 33 36

150 9 12 15 18 18,7 21 22,5 24 27 30 31,5 36 40,5 42 45 48 49,5 54

200 12 16 20 24 25 28 30 32 36 40 42 48 54 56 60 64 66 72

300 18 24 30 36 37,5 42 45 48 54 60 63 72 81 84 90 96 99 108

400 24 32 40 48 50 56 60 64 72 80 84 96 108 112 120 128 132 144

500 30 40 50 60 62,5 70 75 80 90 100 105 120 135 140 150 160 165 180

600 36 48 60 72 75 84 90 96 108 120 126 144 162 168 180 192 198 210

Liquid per nozzle (l/min) x constant 600

Jet spacing (0.5 m) x speed km/h

Liquid per nozzle (l/min) x constant 600

Quantity sprayed (l/ha) x jet spacing

Quantity sprayed (l/ha) x jet spacing x speed km/h

Constant 600
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PRODUCT SPRAYING

Important

Before starting the treatment, consider whether the 

weather conditions can guarantee an effective treat-

ment. Do not spray the product when the wind is 

stronger than 5 m/sec. In case of moderate winds, 

use all the necessary measures to avoid any product 

spraying outside the area to be treated (reduce the 

bar height and mist).

To spray the product follow the procedure below:

1 - Install the correct nozzles for the product to be 
sprayed (see the purpose provided table attached 
to the manual).

2 - Turn cocks (C) as shown in the figure (version 
without electrical controls only).

3 - Access the operator’s seat and use the switch 
(12) to activate the operating controls.

4 - Use switch (14) to start the water pump.

5 - Move switch (20) to the working position and 
switch (21) to OFF (version with electrical controls 
only).

6 - Set the operating parameters on the computer 
(see leaflet 13).

7 - Carry out the nozzle spraying check operations 
(see page 89).

8 - Use the appropriate controls to extend the spray-
ing bar (see page 60).

Danger - Warning
The cab is pressurised to protect the driver against 

exposure to chemical products. During the work 

phase, always make sure the cab door and right win-

237023059-00

Without centrifugal pump

With centrifugal pump
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Danger - Warning
Make sure that there are no persons or 

obstacles in the bar extension area.

9 - Activate the air hose, where present 
(see leaflet 10).

Important

The fan revolution speed must be ad-

justed according to the operating re-

quirements. This speed must be set at 

minimum values on bare ground or 

with low vegetation crops.

10- If necessary, fill the row marker 
product (see page 86).

11- Activate the row marker foam tank 
(see leaflet 13) and use the regula-
tor (B) to adjust the quantity of foam 
distributed by the diffusers (C).

12- Supply the desired bar sections 
(see leaflet 13).

13- Bring the engine to 2000 rpm and 
move to the desired spraying loca-
tion.

Important

Block the balancing device when working on a coun-

ter slope or with part of the bar retracted (see page 

40).

237023060-00

237023061-00
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14- Use the pedal (6) (or Müller joystick 
(3), if present) to start dispensing 
the product.

Important

To reduce the bar oscillations and ob-

tain a very uniform spraying, maintain 

a forward speed of 8÷10 km/h.

15- Close the distribution and deacti-
vate the product spraying pump 
once spraying is complete.

16- Close the bar extensions and 
retract them in their transportation 
position.

Important

If the machine is fitted with an air hose and a side ex-

tension closing spraying bar, stop the fan before re-

tracting the bar extensions. If the machine is fitted 

with an air hose and a top extension closing spray-

ing bar, reduce the number of fan revolutions to 1000 

rpm and retract the bar extensions, then stop the fan.

237023062-00
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SYSTEM CLEANING AND DRAINING THE RESIDUE

Important

At the end pf every work day, before changing the 

product, and after any interval longer than an hour, 

wash the system carefully. Clean the system accord-

ing to the instructions provided in "Chemical prod-

uct preparation" (see page 86).

For this operation follow the procedure below.

1 - Dilute any liquid residue in the bottom of the tank 
with clean water with 1:10 ratio and spray it on the 
treated surface (see page 94).

2 - Turn cocks (C) as shown in the figure (version 
without electrical controls only).

3 - Use switch (12) and then switch (14) to start the 
pump at a pressure of 3 to 5 bar (see file 13).

4 - Move switch (20) to OFF and switch (21) to the 
wash position (version with electrical controls 
only).

5 - Use the pedal (6) (or Müller joystick (3), if present) 
to start dispensing the product.

The system will be clean when clean water comes
out of the nozzles.

6 - Open cock (E) to wash the interior of the tank (ver-
sion without electrical controls only).

7 - Move switch (20) to the wash tank position and 
switch (21) to the wash position to wash the inte-
rior of the tank (version with electrical controls 
only).

237023088-00

Without centrifugal pump

With centrifugal pump
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8 - Arrange a container with suitable 
capacity in order not to dispose 
the product in the environment, 
unscrew the cap (H) and open the 
cock (E). When the operation has 
been completed, close the cock 
(E) and screw the cap on (H).

CLEANING THE SUCTION FILTER

Danger - Warning
Wear personal protective equipment to protect your 

face, head and hands, use rubber gloves, dust 

masks, safety glasses and helmet.

Proceed as follows.

1 - Make sure that switch (20) is set to OFF (version
with electrical controls only).

2 - Turn cocks (C) as shown in the figure (version with-
out electrical controls only).

237023063-00

237023089-00

Without centrifugal pump

With centrifugal pump
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3 - Place a receptacle beneath the filter
(A).

4 - Loosen the ring nut (D) and remove
the filter cover (E).

5 - Blow high pressure air and water
through the filter cartridge to clean it.

6 - Replace the cartridge (F) and tighten
the ring nut (D).

Important

Make sure the seal is properly insert-

ed.
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MACHINE WASHING WITH HIGH-PRESSURE CLEANER (OPTIONAL)

Proceed as follows.

1 - Start the machine’s engine (see 
page 68).

2 - Use switch (A) to set the motor to 
1000 rpm.

3 - Use the selector (B) to activate the 
centrifugal pump.

4 - Turn the cocks (C) as indicated in 
the figure.

5 - Position the lever (D) as indicated in 
the figure.

6 - Insert the hose (E) into the soap 
container and turn the knob (G) to 
enable the intake of soap.

7 - Take hold of the nozzle and unwind 
the hose.

8 - Use the lever (F) on the nozzle to 
begin cleaning.

Important

Do not direct the pressurised water jet 

towards electrical parts.

9 - When this operation is complete, 
rewind the nozzle hose, pulling it 
slightly outwards and then releasing 
it, and carry out the above opera-
tions in the reverse order.

237023064-00

237023065-00
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EXTENDED MACHINE DOWNTIME

Caution - Warning

Position the machine in a place protected from 

weather agents. Protect it in order to prevent it from 

being damaged and make sure that it can be ac-

cessed only by its operators. Make sure that the stor-

age temperature is included between 0 °C and 50 °C.

1 - Perform scheduled maintenance

2 - Carefully wash the water system (see "System 

cleaning and draining the residue").

3 - Carefully clean all the equipment.

4 - Carefully empty all the tanks and tubes in order to 

prevent the components from breaking in case of 

very low temperatures (pump, control unit, filters, 

tubes, etc.).

5 - Disconnect the pipes from the pressure gauges 

and disassemble the filters. In case of extremely 

low temperatures pour a mix of water and anti-

freeze liquid into the spraying circuit in order to 

protect the pump and all the other components in 

contact with the liquid (control units, nozzles and 

filters).

6 - apply an anti-rust treatment on all non-painted 

parts;

7 - Grease all the components provided with a grease  

nipple.

8 - carry out a general cleaning, with special care for 

the operator’s seat and the control panel;

9 - disconnect the batteries;

RE- COMMISSIONING

Before using the machine after a long period of inac-
tivity, carefully check that the main components are
working correctly. In particular:

- Use water-repellent grease to lubricate all grease
nipples and sliding surfaces (see "Lubrication

points diagram" on page 107).

- check the battery conditions;

- check all levels (oil, water, fuel);

- Check overall condition of the machine

- Check that the controls are in working order.

- Check that main screws are fastened tightly.

- Check and replace worn or damaged parts.

- carry out all the necessary maintenance opera-

tions;

- replace or, if necessary, change the filters of the

water system;

- check the general conditions of the hydraulic

hoses;

- Check the efficiency of all safety devices.

- carry out a general cleaning, with special care for

the operator’s seat and the control panel;

- Check tyre pressure.

- start the system, bring it to the maximum pressure
level and check for any liquid leaks.

- Check and reset the oil level in the pump, if neces-
sary.

- Check any liquid leaks. For this purpose, pour
clean water and start the spraying unit of the
machine at its maximum pressure (10÷12 bar). If
necessary, tighten all the hose clamps and joints
and replace the worn parts.

- Make sure that the suction filter and the tank inside
are clean and free from residues.

- Check the correct operation of the pressure gauges
because the quantity of the sprayed product
depends on the correct pressure in the circuit.
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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Before carrying out any maintenance work, activate all
the safety devices and consider whether it may be
necessary to provide appropriate information to the
operators and the staff working near the machine. In
particular, provide proper signs in the areas surround-
ing the machine and do not allow anyone to access
any devices that, when activated, may cause unex-
pected dangerous conditions, resulting in damages to
personal safety and health.

Moreover, consult the General Safety Rules appear-
ing in File 1.

Danger - Warning
Always wear a gas mask before carrying out any in-

tervention inside the main tank. However, any inter-

vention must be carried out by authorized 

technicians.

Caution - Warning

All maintenance work, except when otherwise stat-

ed, must be conducted while the engine is off, and 

with the key totally removed. Those authorised to 

carry out maintenance work must take all precau-

tions to ensure the safety of all persons involved, in 

compliance with the requirements of current legisla-

tion pertaining to safety in the workplace.

Caution - Warning

All maintenance interventions must be effected in 

well-lighted conditions.

INFORMATION ABOUT MAINTENANCE
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Important

Replace worn components with original spare parts. 

Use oils and greases recommended by the manufac-

turer. This will ensure proper and safe running of the 

equipment. Pollutant liquids, old parts, residue sub-

stances and maintenance rejects must be properly 

disposed of in compliance with current legislation.

When maintenance operations involve the access to 

machine parts that cannot be accessed from the 

ground, and in any case to positions that are higher 

than 1.50 m from the ground, use a ladder or platform 

complying with the regulations in force;

Caution - Warning

Perform all maintenance and replacement activities 

at least four hours after the engine is switched off, so 

as to avoid coming into contact with hot parts of the 

vehicle.

Danger - Warning
The maximum pressure of the compressed air used 

in the blowing and cleaning operations must amount 

to 2 bar. When performing operations with com-

pressed air, protect you eyes with suitable safety 

goggles.

When using compressed air to clean the filters, wear 

safety glasses with side shields and a mask, so as to 

avoid personal injury caused by dust particles.

Danger - Warning
Prior to effecting any interventions on tyres or wheel 

rims, deflate the tyre completely to avoid sudden ex-

plosions.

When inflating tyres, keep to the side with respect to 

the tyre shoulder.

Important

When performing the cleaning operations and when 

replacing the filters, make sure that the area is prop-

erly ventilated in order to prevent the accumulation 

of toxic vapours.

Caution - Warning

Pay special attention before removing the caps and 

covers from tanks, radiators or cylinders: rotate 

them carefully in order to discharge any possible re-

sidual pressure.

When discharging the pressure, keep away from the 

machine and always wear safety goggles. Slowly 

loosen the discharge screw by a few turns in order to 

allow the condensate or fluid to come out.

Discharge the pressure from the circuits before per-

forming any operation.

Do not use the hands to identify pressurised fluid 

leakages. Pressurised fluid leakages can penetrate 

the skin and eyes causing very serious consequenc-

es.

Important

Do not keep the vehicle’s engine running in closed 

rooms not equipped with a ventilation system capa-

ble of expelling hazardous gases present in the air.

Avoid prolonged and repeated skin contacts with fu-

el, lubricants and liquids as these might cause skin 

irritation and other problems.

Do not ingest fuel/lubricants/fluids.
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MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE TABLE

Interval Component Type of intervention Operation Reference

After the first 50 hours Engine oil. Replace.
Refer to the engine’s 
instruction manual.

Each treatment

Suction filter Cleaning

System washing and 
hand washing tank 
water level

Level check
Fill before staring a new 
treatment

Each 4 emptying 

operations

System washing and 
hand washing tank 
water level

Level check
Fill before staring a new 
treatment

Each working day

Engine radiator fluid Check the level. 115

Radiator.
Check if the radiator fins 
are clogged.

Clean with compressed 
air or a water jet.

System oil. Check the level.
Fill up with the same 
type of oil.

114

Engine oil. Check the level.

Engine intake filter 
cartridge.

Check the efficiency. Clean with a water jet.

Wheel screws.

Tyres

Check how tight they 
are. Check the 
pressure.

Safety devices Check the efficiency.

Water system. Carry out the cleaning. 97

Machine. Clean and wash

Every 100 hours

Engine cooling fan belt. Check the tension.
Refer to the engine’s 
instruction manual.

Air conditioning 
compressor belt.

Check the tension. Adjust 45

Components. Grease

Every 150 hours Engine oil. Replace.

Refer to the engine’s 
instruction manual 
(carry out the first 
change after 50 hours).

Every 300 hours

Engine oil filter Replace.

Diesel filter Replace.

Water tank filter. Clean or replace. 126

Cab filter.

Replace when 
unpleasant pesticide or 
herbicide odours are 
detected in the cab 
(maximum 36 months).

127

Hydraulic system filters. Replace the cartridge. 126

Every 1000 hours

Hydraulic system oil. Replace. 126

Engine.
Carry out the general 
check.

Refer to the engine’s 
instruction manual.

Front axle
Rear axle

Check play between 
surfaces

Adjust
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MACHINE CLEANING

At the end of every work day, the whole machine
should be cleaned. To do so, wear all the individual
protective devices (rubber gloves, boots, goggles,
etc.) necessary to avoid contact with the product.

Caution - Warning

Never leave any chemical residue on or in the ma-

chine. Do not dispose of the liquid in the environ-

ment; it could contaminate the rivers and water beds. 

Dispose of the product containers in accordance 

with the provisions set forth by the applicable laws in 

force. Do not leave the product and/or residue within 

children’s reach.

Proceed as follows for spraying:

1 - Clean the system and drain the residue (see 
page 97).

2 - Clean the mixer and all hoses (see leaflet 5).

3 - Clean the exterior of the machine with a strong jet 
of pressurised water.

Caution - Warning

Do not direct pressurised water jets towards electri-

cal parts to avoid damaging them.

Every year

Distribution pump. Check the efficiency.
Contact an authorised 
workshop.

Brake oil. Check the level.
Top up to restore the oil 
level if necessary

Brake calipers Wear check
Contact an authorised 
technical assistance 
centre

Every 6 years and 

whenever damaged.
Hydraulic system pipes Replace.

Interval Component Type of intervention Operation Reference
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FIRST USE

The machine is delivered by the manufacturer in oper-
ating condition after it has been run in for a few hours.

When using the machine for the first times, the follow-
ing indications must be complied with.

First 50 hours of operation

1 - After every cold start, let the engine idle for a min-
ute or so, and only then slowly start increasing the 
engine speed.

2 - Refer to the engine’s instruction manual to run the 
machine in properly.

3 - Do not run the engine at maximum speed for long 
periods of time.

4 - Check all levels frequently.

5 - Check that the hydraulic connections, bolts and 
nuts and wheel fixing screws are tightened.

6 - After the first 50 hours, change the engine oil and 
the filter.

First 100 hours of operation

After the first 100 hours, change the filter 
cartridge (A).

If the machine is provided with an air 
hose, change the filter (B) of the pump.

237023066-00
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LUBRICATION POINTS DIAGRAM

Lubricate all greasing points and all sliding surfaces
using waterproof grease, particularly after every high-
pressure wash.

Important

To identify all the lubricating points of the operating 

units installed on the machine, see the relative leaf-

lets.

237023067-00
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OIL COMPARISON TABLE

Lubricant table

Hydraulic oil table

Manufacturer Parts to lubricate
Quantity

Litres Kg

AGIP-SIGMA TURBO 15W/40

Crankcase sump and filters 15 13,3

Only crankcase 14 12,4

AR 250-280 pump 2,6 2,3

IMOVILLI P 246 pump 3,6 3,2

SHELL HV 46
Hydraulic system and oil tank 220 191

Hydraulic oil tank 200 174

MP 80W-90

Front bridge 10 9

Front right epicyclic reduction unit 1 0,9

Front left epicyclic reduction unit 1 0,9

Rear bridge 10 9

Rear right epicyclic reduction unit 1 0,9

Rear left epicyclic reduction unit 1 0,9

Gearbox 2 1,8

AGIP-GR MU EP/2 Grease lubrication - -

SHELL SPIRAX A 85W 140 API GL-5 Swinging bridges (JC version)
20 (front) 18

21,2 (rear). 19,08

SHELL TRANSAXLE OIL 75W 90 API 
GL- 5

Gearbox (JC version) 3,5 (rear). 3,15

ANTIFREEZE Cooling liquid - -

Manufacturer Type

AGIP ARNICA 46

API H S46

BP ENERGOL SHF 46

CASTROL HYSPIN AWH 46

ESSO INVAROL EP 46

FIAT AP 51

FINA HYDRAN HW 46

IP HYDRUS OIL H1 46

MOBIL DTE 15

PERSIAN OIL IDROL-T 46

ROL LI 46 HIV

SHELL TELLUS OIL T 46

SHELL HV 46
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Filter table

The figure shows the positions of the filters indicated
in the table.

Ref. Type Code Quantity

1 Hydrostatic transmission pump filter BB32336501 1

2 High pressure filter cartridge BG023090 1

3 Hydraulic circuit return filter cartridge BG022785 1

4 Air hose pump filter cartridge (optional) BB32399001 1

5 Diesel filter (tank) BB32319300 1

6 Diesel filter BB32313200 1

7 Engine oil filter BG002921 1

8 Engine air filter BG026746 1

9 Engine air filter safety element BG026745 1

10 Cab air recirculation filter BG026357 1

11 Cab pressurisation system filter (class 4) - 1

237023086-00
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BATTERY CHECK

Important

Prior to any maintenance or replace-

ment activities, switch the vehicle off 

and disconnect the batteries from the 

electrical circuit using the key (A).

Check the level of the electrolyte and
add liquid, if the level is too low.

Attempting to start the vehicle without
the batteries, or disconnecting the bat-
teries while the engine is running, may
seriously damage the electrical circuit.

Danger - Warning
The battery fluid is extremely hazardous—it contains 

sulphuric acid! It is advisable to protect the eyes, 

face and hands when performing maintenance.

If the acid comes into contact with the skin, wash the
exposed part immediately and thoroughly with water.

If the acid comes into contact with the eyes, wash
them thoroughly with water and immediately visit a
medical centre.

In case of acid ingestion, immediately visit a medical
centre.

Check the battery leads and verify that there are no
abrasions or cuts on the insulating sheath.

If necessary, replace the battery leads.

Check that the battery terminals are not oxidised or
corroded. If necessary, clean the terminals using an
iron brush.

Danger - Warning
The batteries can produce explosive gases. Do not 

smoke near the battery, keep sparks and flames at a 

safe distance.

Danger - Warning
Charge the batteries only in well-ventilated zones.

After cleaning the terminals, smear them with neutral
grease to prevent oxidation.

237023068-00
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SHOCK ABSORBER CHECK (WITH A MANUAL PUMP)

Important

Carry out this operation with an empty 

tank and with the spraying bar retract-

ed.

Proceed as follows.

1 - Connect the manual pump to the 
pressure taps (A) using the capillary 
hoses provided.

Caution - Warning

Screw the capillary hoses simultane-

ously to the pressure taps (A) to avoid 

any oil leaks.

2 - Inject hydraulic oil until the cylinders 
(B) are in the maximum extension 
position.

3 - Insert a pressure gauge (C) on the 
pressure tap.

4 - Connect the manual pump to pres-
sure socket (D) by using the hoses 
supplied.

5 - If necessary, inject hydraulic oil until 
you reach a pressure of 150 bar.

6 - Disconnect the pump and remove 
the pressure gauge (C).

237023029-00

237023069-00
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7 - Drain the oil from the pump until 70 
mm of the shaft remains extended.

8 - Disconnect the hoses and the pump 
when the operation is complete.

SHOCK ABSORBER CHECK (WITH THE MACHINE’S HYDRAULIC SYSTEM)

Carry out this operation with an empty 
tank and with the spraying bar 
retracted.

Proceed as follows.

1 - Connect the hose (A) provided to 
the fast attachment (B), replacing 
the hose for the movement of the 
step ladder.

2 - Connect the hose (A) to the pres-
sure tap (C) using the capillary 
hoses provided.

Caution - Warning

Screw the capillary hoses simultaneously to the 

pressure taps (C) to avoid any oil leaks.

237023030-00

237023031-00
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3 - Connect the plug (D).

4 - Use switch (G), to inject hydraulic 
oil until the cylinders (F) are in the 
maximum extension position.

5 - Insert a pressure gauge (H) on the 
pressure tap.

6 - Connect the hose (A) to the pres-
sure tap (E) using the capillary 
hoses provided.

7 - Use switch (G), to inject hydraulic 
oil until you reach a pressure of 150 
bar.

8 - Disable and disconnect the hoses 
and the pressure gauge (H) when 
the operation has been completed.

237023032-00

237023070-00
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9 - Intervene on switch (G) to dis-
charge the hydraulic oil, until 70 mm 
of the shaft remains extended.

10- Disable and disconnect the hoses 
and the plug of the push-button 
panel once the operation has been 
completed.

ENGINE OIL LEVEL CHECK

Pull out the dipstick (A) and check the
oil level; if necessary, fill up.

Important

This operation must be performed 

when the machine is perfectly level 

and the engine is cold.

HYDRAULIC OIL LEVEL 

CHECK

Check the oil level by means of the indi-
cator (A) and re-fill, if necessary.

237023033-00

237023071-00

237033013-00
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RADIATOR COOLING FLUID LEVEL CHECK

Important

The radiator must be maintained at the correct level 

with a mixture of water and anti-frost fluid for protec-

tion purposes. Check the concentration of the mix-

ture with a suitable device at least once a year.

Danger - Warning
Do not open the radiator plug until the cooling fluid 

temperature is lower than 60°C.

Remove the radiator cap (A) slowly: the
cooling circuit is pressurised and the
liquid (hot) may spill out vigorously if the
pressure is released too quickly.

Check the level of the radiator fluid and,
if necessary, top up.

WINDSHIELD WIPER FLU-

ID LEVEL CHECK

Regularly check, and if necessary top
up the windshield wiper fluid in the tank
(A).

SERVICE BRAKE OIL LEVEL CHECK

Check and top up the oil in the tank (A)

at regular intervals.

237023072-00

237023073-00

237023077-00
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CLEANING THE “RAPID CHECK” UNIT

Proceed as follows.

1 - Unscrew the assembly that holds the 
“Rapid Check” unit (A) in the body 

(B).

2 - Remove the “Rapid Check” (A) unit 

from the body (B).

3 - Use clean water to wash any impu-

rities out of the removable turbine 

unit (C).

4 - Use compressed air to verify that 

the turbine unit rotates freely.

EXTRAORDINARY CLEANING “RAPID CHECK”

Proceed as follows.

1 - Unscrew the sensor (A).

2 - Separate the sensor (A) from the 

“Rapid Check” unit (B).

3 - Place the “Rapid Check” unit (B) in 

a detergent bath for a few hours.

4 - Remove the “Rapid Check” unit (B) 

from the detergent bath. Use com-

pressed air to verify that the turbine 

unit rotates freely. If necessary, 

replace the Rapid Check unit with a 

new one.

Important

In the event of replacement, carry out 

the pulse adjustment of the new unit 

(see leaflet 13).
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CLEANING THE HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT AIR/OIL HEAT EXCHANGER

Exclusively use compressed air at a maximum pres-
sure of 2 bar to clean the front and rear of the radiator,
while keeping at a distance of roughly 10 cm.

Pressurised water should not be used as it may
deform the heat exchanger fins, thus obstructing the
flow of air and causing the oil in the hydraulic circuit to
overheat.

UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

Although the machine was designed and built to work
in difficult environmental conditions, after a few years
special maintenance must be carried out to preserve
perfect efficiency and guarantee general safety.

This kind of operation must be carried out by skilled
and specialized technicians, at adequately equipped
garages.

Replace all hydraulic system hoses every 6 years,
starting from the manufacture date. These compo-
nents are exposed to wear and tear.

Important

Before carrying out special maintenance work on the 

machine, the tank must be completely drained.

WELDING INSTRUCTIONS

Danger - Warning
Do not weld in closed or non suitably ventilated are-

as.

Do not carry out welding near flammable material or 

electric/electronic components.

Do not weld on painted surfaces or close to them in 

order to avoid the development of toxic vapours. Re-

move the paint with suitable products, wash the sur-

faces and let them dry.

Never perform welding operations on wheel rims 

with the tyre mounted on, so as to avoid explosions 

or fire.

Do not perform welding without having previously 

emptied and cleaned the spraying circuit and discon-

necting the battery.

Caution - Warning

Before doing any welding, proceed as follows.

- Disconnect the battery connector equipment.

- Disconnect the MIDAC controller in the “Machine

system fuses” compartment (see "Replacing the

fuses").

- Disconnect the electrical connectors located behind

the “TERA 7” terminal in the cab.

- Disconnect the electrical connectors on the ECU on

the RH side of the engine.

- Disconnect the electrical connectors on the hydro-

static transmission pump servocontrol.
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POLYETHYLENE TANK REPAIR

1 - Carefully clean the area near the break with a sol-
vent.

2 - Using a cutter cut into the tank so that a V-shaped
slot is made along the break. This slot is used for
the material that will be melted for the repair.

3 - Put the road next to the break and start heating with
a hot air sealer (temperature of 400°C ÷ 450°C) un-
til the rod starts melting. Follow this procedure
along the length of the break.

4 - In order to make sure that the material is perfectly
glued, the sides around the break must also
achieve a temperature close to melting. Turn the
rod during repair so that the melted material is re-
moved.

5 - Repeat the same operation until the V-shaped slot
around the break is totally filled with new material.

TROUBLES, CAUSES, REMEDIES

The purpose of the following information is to identify
and correct possible faults and malfunctions that may
occur when using the machine.

INFORMATION ON TROUBLES

Troubles Cause Remedy

The machine drops suddenly.

Faulty accumulators. Replace the accumulators.

The shock absorber jacks are not 
adjusted correctly.

Adjust the shock absorber system

Lack of oil in the shock absorber 
system.

Adjust the shock absorber system

The machine does not start.

Flat battery. Replace battery.

No fuel in the tank. Fill it up.

Fuel injection pump empty.
Fill the pump and eliminate the air 
from the fuel system.

Lever for machine movement not 
calibrated correctly.

Reset the lever in neutral position 
“0”

The oil temperature exceeds nor-

mal values (70° C).

Filters dirty and clogged. Clean or replace the filters.

Heat exchanger clogged. Clean the heat exchanger.

Oil level is too low in the tank. Add oil to the tank.

You can hear noise coming from 

the front shock absorbers.
Front jacks not adjusted correctly. Adjust the front jacks

The rear shock absorbers do not 

self-adjust (only for machines 

with self-adjusting shock absorb-

ers).

No voltage at the potentiometer. Check the electrical connections.

Faulty potentiometer. Replace the potentiometer.

Faulty solenoid valves. Replace the solenoid valves

The rear-wheel steering does not 

activate (’4WS’ or ’Crab’).

Steering board failure. Replace the board.

Failure of the proximity sensor on 

the front right wheel.
Replace the sensor.
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Hydrostatic transmission system

Troubles Cause Remedy

Difficulty or inability to find the 

“0” position (neutral).
Faulty servo control. Replace or repair the servo control.

Overheating of oil in the tank 

(over 80°C).

Oil level too low. Add oil to the tank.

Oil radiator clogged. Clean the radiator.

Unsuitable hydraulic oil. Replace with suitable oil.

Filter clogged or intake hose 
blocked.

Replace the filter and clean or re-
place the intake hose.

Maximum pressure valves dirty or 
faulty.

Remove the maximum pressure 
valves and clean or replace them.

Faulty pump or motors. Replace the pump or the motors.

Noisy transmission.

Oil level too low. Add oil to the tank.

Air in the intake hose. Eliminate the air in the hose.

Faulty pump or motors. Replace the pump or the motors.

Delay in motion in both direc-

tions.

Clogged filter. Replace the filter.

Air in the transmission. Eliminate the air in the hose.

Maximum pressure supply valve is 
dirty or faulty.

Replace or clean the valve.

Throttle valve opening for the servo 
control is clogged.

Take down the servo control valve 
and clean the opening in the throttle 
valve.

Faulty pump or motors. Replace the pump or the motors.

The machine does not move for-

wards or backwards.

Too little oil in the tank. Add oil to the tank.

Faulty forward motion lever. Replace the forward motion lever.

Breakage of the coupling between 
the pump and the diesel engine.

Replace the coupling.

Faulty pump or broken drive shaft. Replace the pump or drive shaft.

Filter clogged or intake hose 
blocked.

Replace the filter or the intake hose.

Maximum pressure supply valve is 
dirty or faulty.

Replace or clean the valve.

Faulty shutoff valve in the supply cir-
cuit.

Call for assistance.

Internal damage to the pump or mo-
tors.

Replace the pump or the motors.

The machine does not have 

enough drive or does not move in 

one of the directions.

Maximum pressure valve for the giv-
en direction is faulty or dirty.

As a check, invert the maximum 
pressure valves. If the same prob-
lem occurs in the other direction, the 
valve is either dirty or faulty. In this 
case, clean or replace the valve.

Faulty servo control. Replace or repair the servo control.

The two steering wheels (’2WS’) 

do not activate

Steering board failure. Replace the board.

Failure of the analogue sensor on 
the rear right wheel.

Replace the sensor.
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Spraying pump and centrifugal pump system

Power steering system

Bar lifting, balancing and suspension system

Troubles Cause Remedy

The product spraying pump and 

self-priming pump are not turning 

regularly.

Maximum pressure valve on the so-
lenoid valve block is clogged.

Loosen the valve by 4-5 turns and 
run the pump at 2000 rpm 3/4 times. 
Screw the valve back on to its origi-
nal position.

Pump is broken. Replace the pump.

The product spraying pump and 

self-priming pump are not turning

Electrical connection is interrupted.
Check the electrical connection on 
the solenoid valve block.

Faulty motors. Replace the motors.

Troubles Cause Remedy

Faulty front and rear steering sys-

tem.

Faulty power steering. Replace the power steering.

Faulty valve on power steering in-
put.

Replace valve.

Damaged pump. Replace the pump.

Troubles Cause Remedy

One of the bar’s hydraulic com-

ponents is not functioning.

Solenoid valve electrical system. 
There is no power supply to the gen-
eral valve.

Check the wires in the cab controls 
and the connector above the sole-
noid valve.

Solenoid valve electrical system. 
The general valve is functioning, but 
the one concerned is not.

Check the wires of the switch con-
cerned in the cab and of the connec-
tor above the valve.

Solenoid valve clogged.
Remove the solenoid valve and 
clean with compressed air.

Replace the solenoid valve.
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Product spraying system

Troubles Cause Remedy

The bar does not spray the prod-

uct.

Mixer operating cock turned towards 
the mixer.

Turn the cock in the opposite direc-
tion.

Clogged intake filter. Clean the filter.

The general ON-OFF valve is not 
functioning.

Check the electrical connectors on 
the solenoid valves (contacts could 
be oxidised). Clean or replace the 
contacts.

Clogged nozzles.
Disassemble the nozzles and clean 
them.

The machine is not spraying the 

product correctly (also see leaflet 

13).

The flow meter is not functioning.

Disassemble the flow meter and re-
place the bearings with the kit pro-
vided.

Check that the fan is not broken. Re-
place it.

Check the sensor connector. Make 
sure that all the wires are connect-
ed.

The odometer is not functioning.

Check the distance between the 
sensor and the magnet (5-6 mm) of 
the wheel hub.

Replace the sensor.

Clogged filters. Clean the filters or replace them.

The pressure adjustment valve 

not functioning.

Valve clogged.
Remove the valve from the distribu-
tion unit, clean or replace it.

5 A fuse is blown. Replace the fuse.

Motor valve is burned out. Replace the valve.
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INSTRUCTIONS ON COMPONENT PART REPLACEMENT

Prior to any maintenance operation, enable all safety
devices and consider whether it is necessary to prop-
erly inform the operator and the nearby staff. In partic-
ular, properly mark the surrounding areas and prevent
anyone from accessing all those devices that, if acti-
vated, may cause unexpected risks to equipment
safety and personal health.
If worn components must be replaced, use original
parts only. The manufacturer cannot be held responsi-

ble for damages to persons or components arising
from the use of non-original parts or for unscheduled
maintenance that may modify the equipment safety
requirements without the manufacturer’s prior authori-
zation.
To order spare parts, follow the instructions provided 
in the relevant catalogue.

TYRE REPLACEMENT

Danger - Warning
Pull the parking brake prior to changing tyres.

Immobilise the vehicle using the appropriate wheel 

chocks.

Important

The vehicle must be lifted preferably with the tank 

completely empty.

Proceed as follows.

1 - Extract split pin (A) to remove the 
provided lifting cylinder (C).

2 - Insert the lifting cylinder (C) in the 
housing provided to lift the tyre 
which needs to be replaced.

3 - Insert a support plate (D) to guaran-
tee a surface which is large enough 
to support the lifting cylinder (C).

INFORMATION ABOUT REPLACEMENTS

237023022-00
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4 - Disconnect hoses (H) for ladder 
control.

5 - Connect the hoses (E) on the lifting 
cylinder (C) and on the points of 
attachment on the machine.

6 - Insert the plug (F) to enable the 
control electrically (G).

7 - Use switch (R) to lift the wheel 
above the ground.

8 - Insert the support (L) to ensure that 
the wheel remains off the ground.

237023023-00

237023024-00
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9 - Unscrew the nuts (M) that secure 
the wheel to remove it and change 
the tyre.

10- Put the wheel back on and secure it 
with the nuts.

Important

Apply a tightening torque of 550 N•m 

(405 lb•ft).

11- Use switch (R),to lift the axle and 
remove the support (L).

12- Use switch (R), until the machine 
has been lowered completely.

13- Close the lifting cylinder completely 
(C) and remove it from the support 
once the operation has been com-
pleted.

14- Disconnect the hoses (E) and the 
plug of the control (R).

15- Put the lifting cylinder back in its 
place.

Important

Check the tyre pressure.

237023024-00
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AIR CONDITIONING COMPRESSOR BELT REPLACEMENT

Proceed as follows.

1 - Turn the screw (A) to loosen the 
belt.

2 - Remove and change the belt.

3 - Adjust the belt tension (see 
page 45).

ACCUMULATOR REPLACEMENT

Proceed as follows.

1 - Place two safety wedges (A) as 
shown in the figure.

2 - Drain the hydraulic oil from the 
shock absorbers using a manual 
pump or by connecting to the lifting 
system of the machine (see 
page 41).

3 - Remove the front (B) and rear (C) 
accumulators.

4 - Replace the accumulators - either 
new or repaired - and fill the shock 
absorber system (see page 41).

Danger - Warning
Do not tamper with the accumulators. 

They are pressurised containers and 

can be regenerated by authorised per-

sonnel only.

237023034-00

237023074-00

237023075-00
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OIL CHANGE

Proceed as follows.

1 - Prepare a container with suitable 
capacity.

2 - Unscrew the drain plug (A) and 
drain the oil in the container com-
pletely.

3 - Screw the drain plug back on.

4 - Introduce the new oil through the 
load plug up to the correct level dis-
played on the indicator (C).

5 - Retighten the filler plug (B) and 
check for leaks.

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CARTRIDGE REPLACEMENT

Proceed as follows.

1 - Prepare a container for possible 
leakage.

2 - Remove filters (A), replace their 
cartridges and screw the filters back 
in. Follow the instructions given on 
page 109 when replacing the filters.

237033016-00

237023078-00
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REPLACING THE CAB INTAKE FILTER

Proceed as follows.

1 - Remove the guard (A).

2 - Use lever (B) to slacken off cover 
(C) and remove it.

3 - Extract filter (D) by pulling on the 
straps, as shown in the figure.

4 - Replace the filter with a new one 
and restore cover (C).

Important

Make sure the new filter is certified 

EN15695-2 class 4.

5 - Make sure it is properly installed 
and the seals between the filter and 
its seating are in good condition and 
air tight.

6 - Refit the guard (A).

7 - Reset the hour meter (see 
page 67).

REPLACING THE CAB AIR RECIRCULATION FILTER

Proceed as follows.

1 - Unscrew the screws (A) and 
remove the casing (B).

2 - Remove and replace the filter.

3 - Reassemble the casing (B) and 
secure it with the screws (A).

237023081-00

237023080-00
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REPLACING THE FUSES

The figure shows the position of the
fuse box and relays.
A) Machine system fuses.
B) Cab system fuses.
C) Cab system relays and intermittent

lights.

Prior to replacing a fuse, switch the
vehicle off or disengage the corre-
sponding switch.

A burnt fuse indicates the malfunction-
ing of a component.

The latter must be replaced after the
cause of the malfunction has been
resolved.

For further information, consult the wir-
ing diagram and the enclosed ’Fuses
and relays’ sheets.

ENGINE AIR FILTER REPLACEMENT

Proceed as follows.

1 - Remove the cartridge (A).

2 - Clean the container and the drain 
valve.

3 - Install a new cartridge, paying 
attention not to damage the seal 
gasket.

237023083-00

237023079-00
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REPLACING A HYDRAULIC TUBE

Prior to replacing a hydraulic tube, be careful to adopt
all the safety measures applicable to maintenance
interventions, switch the vehicle off and close the
hydraulic circuit valves.

Danger - Warning
Prior to removing a hydraulic tube, make sure to 

have bled any residual pressure from the circuit.

Identify the damaged tube precisely and use an
appropriate spanner to loosen the two connection
points, while being careful about possible hydraulic
fluid leakage.

Replace the damaged tube exclusively with original
spare parts.

Ensure that the attachment points (threads, seals,
etc.) are in good condition prior to mounting the new
tube.

Use appropriate spanners to turn clockwise any
hydraulic tube fittings that leak.

Important

Do not tighten excessively so as to avoid ruining the 

threads of the fittings.
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MACHINE DISPOSAL

Important

This operation must be made by expert operators, in 

the respect of safety norms on work and waste dis-

posal. In order to avoid any injury to operators and 

the people nearby, do not leave the tools unattended 

in the working areas.

Before discarding the equipment, carefully clean it 

by washing it inside and outside.

The discharge of the washing residues to the envi-

ronment without precautions is forbidden as it pol-

lutes the water of the aquifers.

Do not throw away non-biodegradable products, 

such as lubricant oils, batteries and non-iron compo-

nents (foam, PVC, resins etc.). These products must 

be disposed in the respect of environment protection 

laws.

Before gibing the tools to the autorised personnel 

(waste collects or dischargers), it is absolutely nec-

essary to deposit the tools in zones closed to no-au-

thorised personnel.

The used oil must be suitably recovered and must 

not be discharged to the environment. According to 

the current regulations, used oil is classified as haz-

ardous waste material and as such it must be sent to 

the special collection centres.

The parts made up only of plastic, aluminium and 

steel can be recycled provided that they are collect-

ed by the special centres.
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NOZZLE TABLE
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